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2016-2017 

Why Some Imams Oppose the LGBTQ-Islamist Partnership 

The Daily Wire  

September 18, 2017 

http://www.meforum.org/6934/imams-oppose-the-glbtq-islamist-partnership 
Originally published under the title "The 3 Hidden Truths Revealed When Imams Oppose the GLBTQ-Islamist Partnership." 

 

The idea of "Islamophobia" has established itself as one of the most popular and effective Islamist activist tactics 

over the last 20 years. By recasting anti-Muslim bigotry to include criticism of political and religious ideas, Islamists 

have sought to unify a diverse American Muslim community into yet another victimized political interest group akin 

to gays and ethnic minorities. 

 

Through this strategy, numerous activist organizations have gained unwarranted political influence and sympathetic 

media coverage. 

 

But not all support this approach. Sometimes, hardline clerics reject the narratives of "intersectionality" and 

politicized victimhood promoted by Islamists who have embraced the language of progressivism. Today, radical 

Islam divides between those on the one hand who would use the language of democracy and liberalism to infiltrate 

and destroy both; and on the other with those unwilling to stomach such charades, often out of a disgust at the 

supposed wickedness and decadence of the West. 

 

A video published on August 14 by OnePathNetwork, an organization with over 700,000 Facebook followers, 

asked: "Should Muslims Support LGBT equality to stop Islamophobia?" The video featured an excerpt from the 

question-and-answer session proceeding a sermon given by Shadee Elmasry at Masjid Hamza in Valley Stream, 

New York. Elmasry is the Scholar in Residence and Director of Education and Community Affairs at the New 

Brunswick Islamic Center in New Jersey. 

 

The video begins with Elmasry describing a recent message he received from a chapter of the Muslim Students 

Association (MSA) invited to an anti-Islamophobia march. The Muslim students attended the march and discovered 

that the campus LGBT activists had organized it. 

 

Then, according to Elmasry, in less than a week, the LGBT leaders were asking the MSA for support in an anti-

homophobia project: "Because you accepted the framework... and so, you have to accept the whole menu now," 

Elmasry warned. 

 

What is "the framework" that Elmasry references? In an August 1st post on Facebook, Elmasry challenges "the most 

successful secular religion of our generation---Liberalism." 

 

Elmasry accepts the social consequences of rejecting "the framework" and urges his Muslim listeners to embrace 

rejection by "the kuffar": 

 

We don't need for people to like, to accept us. ... In the Quran, Show me one ayah [verse] of Quran. 'Oh [believers], 

gather and make sure the kuffar[non-believers] like you.' There's no such ayah [verse]." Elmasry makes clear his 

rejection of Muslim political activism, saying, "I don't need your acceptance and you don't need their acceptance. 

 

Elmasry favors proselytization over unholy alliances: "What we need to do is give Dawah [call to Islam]. I wouldn't 

jump on the activists' language of 'anti-Islamophobia.'" 

 

He denounces Muslim political activists, accusing them of selfishness: "It's a very selfish mentality that 'we want us 

to be safe.' No, we don't care about ourselves. We care that people believe in Allah." 

 

http://www.dailywire.com/news/21219/3-hidden-truths-revealed-when-imams-oppose-glbtq-david-m-swindle
http://www.islamist-watch.org/islamists/
http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/448229/trump-paris-climate-accord-progressives-bring-intersectionality
https://www.facebook.com/OnePathNetwork/videos/1769007116461570/?hc_ref=ARSvcZiqchbHTwGpQsV02dhG17-6jxRkLc8roD2V3c5BcTFjL-6Q6pNWDgM33R-2meIFacebook%20OnePath%20Network
https://twitter.com/drshadeeelmasry
https://www.facebook.com/pg/DrShadeeElmasry/about/?ref=page_internal
http://www.islamist-watch.org/islamists/organization/16/
http://www.islamist-watch.org/islamists/organization/16/
https://www.facebook.com/DrShadeeElmasry/posts/1637358589617366
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Elmasry is skeptical of the potential gains to be made through Muslims infiltrating or imitating Western political 

systems. 

 

In the full video of the sermon from which the excerpt is drawn, he dismisses common Muslim political causes, such 

as the effort to obtain international support for creating a Palestinian state. Elmasry yells, 38 minutes into his talk, 

"If the kuffar give it to you, the kuffar can take it away from you!" 

 

Elmasry's sermon illustrates three obscured realities. First, Western Islam is much more divided than it may appear. 

Second, the divide is not just between Islamists and moderates, but also includes disagreements between Islamists 

and conservative clerics over political and theological issues. 

 

And third, "the activists" who claim to speak on behalf of all Muslims and use charges of "Islamophobia" like a 

cudgel in no way possess the broad mandate they claim to have. In 2011, a Gallup poll revealed that only 12% of 

Muslim men and 11% of Muslim women believe the Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) best represents 

their interests, with other Islamist "leadership" groups registering even less support. 

 

By now this charade of an Islamist-LGBTQ political alliance has gone on long enough that  

imams like Elmasry have started to rebel. How much longer until more gay, lesbian and transgender activists realize 

the truth too -- that this intra-Islamist disagreement is a question of tactics, not of principle? 

 

 

How Sex Slavery Apologists Subverted  

America's Wealthiest Community Foundation 

The Daily Caller  

June 7, 2017 

http://www.meforum.org/6751/how-sex-slavery-apologists-subverted-svcf 
 

Few ideas induce more horror than the selling of human beings for sex against their will. But the slave markets of 

the Islamic State are not the only places on earth one can hear human trafficking rationalized. Numerous Islamist 

institutions in the West frequently provide platforms for speakers who defend this abominable practice by citing 

Islamic law. And for years they have worked to infiltrate the mainstream of philanthropy. 

 

Since January, the Middle East Forum has worked – first in private and then in public – to persuade the Silicon 

Valley Community Foundation (SVCF) to stop funding two such extremist organizations, the Council on American-

Islamic Relations (CAIR) and Islamic Relief (IR), and instead support reformist Muslim groups. 

 

Both CAIR and IR provide regular platforms to fundamentalist imams and activists who justify concubinage and 

other brutal practices. Georgetown academic and Islamist convert Jonathan Brown, who spoke at a 2013 CAIR 

fundraiser, came under criticism in February for a speech defending Shariah-sanctioned rape and sex slavery. Brown 

attended that CAIR event with Islamist activist Linda Sarsour, who has said of authors Brigitte Gabriel and Ayaan 

Hirsi Ali, "I wish I could take their vaginas away – they don't deserve to be women." 

 

IR also has a history of hosting imams who call for a return to the 7th century. In 2016, Abdul Nasir Jangda spoke at 

an IR fundraising dinner in Austin, Texas. Jangda, according to notes taken by one of his students, defends the use 

of female sex slaves and claims, "Slavery in Islam... is vastly different and superior morally and spiritually to the 

atrocious, obscene, and vile Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade." 

 

One of Jangda's colleagues, Hussain Kamani, has also spoken at IR events. Kamani has said: "If a person wishes to 

fulfil his desires, his common desires, there are only two ways he can fulfill these desires where he will not be held 

responsible for it. ... The first thing is that he fulfills his desires with a spouse. The second thing is that he fulfills his 

desires with a female slave that belongs to him." 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Cd8YKy2434
https://www.commentarymagazine.com/culture-civilization/religion/islam/poll-american-muslims-cair/
http://dailycaller.com/2017/06/06/how-sex-slavery-apologists-subverted-americas-wealthiest-community-foundation/
http://www.meforum.org/6751/how-sex-slavery-apologists-subverted-svcf
http://www.meforum.org/blog/2017/03/reformist-muslim-organizations-in-north-america
https://ok.cair.com/event/banquet9.html
http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/444936/jonathan-brown-slavery-lecture-islamic-sharia-protects-slaves
http://www.dailywire.com/news/12852/muslim-womens-march-organizer-attacks-female-hank-berrien
http://irusa.org/events/annual-ramadan-qiyam-for-syria/
http://www.meforum.org/blog/2017/03/silicon-valley-subsidized-hate-speakers-hussain
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One would think that the SVCF, like most grant-making foundations, would do everything it could not to be 

associated with such offensive ideas. Yet our efforts to contact SVCF staff were stymied – vice president Manuel J. 

Santamaria refused to talk with us. 

 

A mystery has hung over these pursuits: why has SVCF chosen to align itself so tightly with Islamist groups? When 

and how did the country's most well-funded community foundation – endowed with $7.3 billion — embrace the 

baseless narratives of Islamist activists at CAIR and IR? 

 

While it's tempting to resort to ideological explanations, another angle might also shed some light: appeasing the 

desires of its donors. One high-dollar SVCF donor that may have helped to exert especially toxic influence is the 

International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT), which in 2015 provided SVCF with $500,000 in "program 

assistance" for a project called the "Global Policy Fund" according to its 990 form. 

 

The IIIT has a long history of extremist links. In 2008, federal prosecutors in the Holy Land Foundation terrorism 

financing trial introduced evidence that included IIIT as one of the Muslim Brotherhood's "list of our organizations 

and organizations of our friends." 

 

A US Senate committee in 2002 noted a connection between an IIIT employee and Al Qaeda's infamous leader: 

"Tarik Hamdi, an IIIT employee, personally provided [Osama] bin Laden with the battery for the satellite phone 

prosecutors at the New York trial of the East Africa Embassy bombers described as 'the phone bin Laden and other 

will use to carry out their war against the United States.'" 

 

The IIIT also runs a religious training organization named the Fairfax Institute, where Brown serves as an 

"instructor." His speech defending slavery actually took place at an IIIT event. 

 

The IIIT claims it is "dedicated to the revival and reform of Islamic thought and its methodology in order to enable 

the Ummah to deal effectively with present challenges..." 

 

What this means in practice is that the IIIT and its "instructors" regard themselves as the theorists behind the growth 

of Islamism in the West, who work to intellectually and morally justify certain aspects of Shariah law and their 

implementation – recall Brown's specious claim that "the Shariah understanding of slavery" is "not comparable at 

all" to slavery as it existed in America. 

 

There is nothing mainstream or moderate about this rhetoric. The time has come for SVCF CEO Emmett D. Carson 

and the others on the foundation's leadership team to wake up to an unpleasant truth: under their stewardship the 

organization has both accepted money from and given money to groups that promote deeply hateful ideas. 

 

SVCF must stop empowering the Islamists and start working with moderate Muslims instead. 

 

 

Three Tricks Islamists Use to Conceal the Truth about the Orlando Massacre 

The Daily Wire 

June 24, 2016 

http://www.meforum.org/6085/islamist-tricks-orlando 
Originally published under the title "Three Tricks Islamic Extremists Use to Conceal the Truth about the Orlando Massacre." 

 

Hours after 49 innocent people were brutally killed during the Pulse massacre in Orlando, the Council on American-

Islamic Relations (CAIR) and other Islamist groups were already deploying time-tested tactics to divert attention 

from the obvious cause of this massacre, a radical form of Islam much like their own. Three bear highlighting: 

diversion, claiming the terrorist attack had nothing to do with Islam, and publicly smearing Muslim reformers. 

 

In Dallas, the diversion tactic was set into action on social media when Alia Salem, head of CAIR's Dallas-Fort 

Worth chapter, attacked the lieutenant governor of Texas, Dan Patrick, for a bible verse he tweeted at 6:00 AM on 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2016/02/11/silicon-valley-community-foundation-gave-nearly-a-billion-dollars-in-2015-grants/
http://www.islamist-watch.org/islamists/organization/12/
http://990s.foundationcenter.org/990_pdf_archive/232/232202414/232202414_201512_990.pdf
https://www.investigativeproject.org/documents/20-an-explanatory-memorandum-on-the-general.pdf
https://www.banking.senate.gov/02_08hrg/080102/levitt.htm
http://www.iiit.org/news/tfi-hadith-course-with-dr-jonathan-brown
http://www.thefairfaxinstitute.org/dr-jonathan-brown.html
http://www.thefairfaxinstitute.org/dr-jonathan-brown.html
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/render?eid=Nm42ajMwZzJ2dWRtY2xibGxrNWt0MzJ1NG8gaWlpdHdlZWJseUBt&ctz=America/New_York&sf=true&output=xml#eventpage_6
http://www.iiit.org/about.html
http://www.meforum.org/blog/2017/03/reformist-muslim-organizations-in-north-america
http://www.dailywire.com/news/6687/hold-three-tricks-islamic-extremists-use-conceal-daily-wire
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Sunday, only minutes after the end of the Pulse showdown. Patrick's tweet featured Galatians 6:7, which states "Do 

not be deceived; God cannot be mocked. A man reaps what he sows." 

 

Salem seemed to interpret this passage to suggest that those murdered in the club deserved what they received, 

retweeting the Bible verse with the comment: "The moment when right-wing extremists and Muslim extremists 

publicly align. #TrueColors #Orlando #StandWithLGBTI." 

 

Patrick later deleted his tweet, explaining that it had been scheduled in advance, before the atrocity had occurred. 

Despite this, Salem kept her tweet (replacing the vanished Patrick tweet with a screenshot of it). 

 

The exaggeration of rightist anti-Muslim sentiment is a diversion tactic that CAIR, and Salem in particular, often 

resort to. CAIR regularly asserts that "right-wing" and "anti-government" terrorism is a bigger threat than radical 

Islam, while Salem won the 2015 CAIR chapter of the year award, largely for her success launching the Ahmed 

"clock boy" Mohamed media hoax. 

 

And after the San Bernardino terrorist shooting, CAIR's most prominent local leader, Los Angeles Executive 

Director Hussam Ayloush, used a similar method of blame-shifting. He told CNN, "When we support coup leaders 

in Egypt or other places, when we support dictatorships, oppressive regimes around the world that push people over 

on the edge, then they become extremists, then they become terrorists. We are partly responsible." 

 

It is CAIR, the leading and most influential Muslim Brotherhood-founded group operating in this country, that is 

partly responsible, not the American people. Instead of focusing on uniting Muslims against ISIS and radicalism, 

CAIR leaders chose to blame Americans and "Islamophobia." 

 

The second tactic that CAIR has deployed is making the case that terrorist acts have nothing to do with Islam. 

 

Following the Orlando attack on Sunday, CAIR-Arizona Executive Director Imraan Siddiqi tweeted: "This sick, 

cowardly act has no justification in any religion or ideology -Anyone who does: The Muslim community & world 

stands against you." He later pinned the tweet to the top of his profile. 

 

Siddiqi knows this is not true. He is well aware that religions and ideologies can be used for justifying the murder of 

gays and lesbians. In fact, it was just three months ago on March 28th when Dr. Farrohk Sekaleshfar's speech at the 

Husseini Islamic Center in Sanford, Florida drew protests because in 2013 Sekaleshfar described the killing of gays 

as an act of love in accordance with Islam: "We have to have that compassion for people. With homosexuals, it's the 

same... Out of compassion, let's get rid of them now." 

 

But is CAIR concerned with casting out Muslims who advocate violence? No, they are more concerned with 

ridiculing and marginalizing peaceful, patriotic Muslim leaders. CAIR cannot allow other Muslim groups who do 

not share their Islamist ideology to emerge as competitors. 

 

CAIR's third tactic is smearing Muslim reformers. 

 

Since Siddiqi so loudly proclaimed that no ideology could inspire mass murder, his next move was to stoop to the 

character defamation of Muslims courageous enough to speak its true name. 

 

Dr. M. Zuhdi Jasser, one of the leaders of the Muslim reform movement, wrote that, "Mateen pledged allegiance to 

#ISIS at standoff. How much more evidence do we need that the enemy's ideology is: #Islamonationalism 

#Islamism," and Siddiqui replied "...and of course look who shows up to throw gasoline on the fire." 

 

Clearly, Jasser is not the one responsible for fueling hate. Siddiqui and CAIR's smear campaigns are complete 

misrepresentations of the truth. 

 

As CAIR increasingly names "Islamophobia" as the primary problem, more and more of its leaders, such as CAIR-

Michigan Executive Director Dawud Walid, continue to assert that America is irredeemably racist since its 

founding. Rather than helping to prevent future attacks, CAIR offers would-be terrorists further reason to wage war 

against America. 

https://twitter.com/aliarsalem/status/742032673888079872
https://twitter.com/aliarsalem/status/742012954380374016
https://twitter.com/aliarsalem/status/742032673888079872
http://www.cairflorida.org/blog/the_growing_rightwing_terror_threat.html
http://www.mediaite.com/tv/cair-director-on-cnn-u-s-partly-responsible-for-islamic-terrorism/
https://twitter.com/imraansiddiqi/status/742036032720273409
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBlwxqqAprQ
https://twitter.com/imraansiddiqi/status/742052788444663808
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyokt8l4Zx8
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Other countries, like the United Arab Emirates, which named CAIR as a terrorist organization in 2014, are waking 

up to the game CAIR is playing. So should we. 

 

Until America's most prominent Muslim organization stops trying to demonize Christian politicians, right-wingers, 

Muslim reformers, and US foreign policy, Americans will likely fall victim to more of these hate-driven terrorist 

attacks. Islamist ideology is the problem, and it's up to Muslims first and foremost to extricate it from their 

communities and faith. 

 

 

Reformist Muslim Organizations in North America 

MEF Blog 

Mar 27, 2017 

http://www.meforum.org/blog/2017/03/reformist-muslim-organizations-in-

north-america 
 

Please click here to sign a Change.org petition calling on the nation's largest community foundation to end 

its financial support for Islamist hate groups. 

 

Following the launch of the Middle East Forum's campaign to end Silicon Valley Community Foundation 

(SVCF) funding for two Islamic extremist organizations, the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) 

and Islamic Relief, we have received numerous inquiries about which moderate Muslim-American organizations 

are deserving of funding by SVCF and other foundations. 

 

The following list is a good place to start. 

 

Whereas CAIR and Islamic relief preach intolerance, social insularity, and distrust of law enforcement to 

American Muslims, these organizations advocate universal human rights and work to bring about greater 

inclusion and integration of Muslims into American society. 

 

The American Islamic Forum for Democracy (AIFD) 

 

AIFD was founded in March 2003 by Dr. M. Zuhdi Jasser, an Arizona-based physician, former naval officer, 

and author of A Battle for the Soul of Islam: An American Muslim Patriot's Fight to Save His Faith (2012). The 

organization defines its mission as "actively confronting the ideology of political Islam" and "stand[ing] firmly 

for universal human rights – including gender equality, freedom of conscience, and freedom of speech and 

expression." 

 

The Center for Islamic Pluralism (CIP) 

 

CIP was founded in 2004 by Sufi Muslim Stephan Suleyman Schwartz, and seven other reform-minded 

Muslims, including Dr. Jasser and Professor Salim Mansur, director of its Canadian branch. Schwartz serves as 

the executive director and emphasizes the importance of understanding and defeating Wahhabism, the ultra-

conservative religious creed that helped give rise to Al-Qaeda. 

 

Muslims Facing Tomorrow 

 

Describing its mission as "to reclaim Islam for, as the word itself means, securing Peace for all people, and to 

oppose extremism, fanaticism and violence in the name of religion," Muslims Facing Tomorrow is a Canadian 

organization led by its president Raheel Raza and Vice President Salim Mansur. 

 

MuslimReformers.com 

 

Shireen Qudosi is a Muslim Reformer, political activist, and publisher of The Qudosi Chronicles, a publication 

declaring itself, "The Voice of Muslim Reformers." On September 22, 2016 Qudosi testified in favor of Muslim 

http://www.nationalreview.com/article/393614/cair-terror-group-daniel-pipes
https://www.change.org/p/silicon-valley-community-foundation-the-silicon-valley-community-foundation-must-stop-ifunding-islamist-hate-groups?recruiter=688667234&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink
http://www.meforum.org/6558/the-silicon-valley-community-foundation-must-stop
https://www.change.org/p/the-silicon-valley-community-foundation-must-stop-funding-islamist-hate-groups?recruiter=688667234&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink
https://aifdemocracy.org/
http://www.amazon.com/Battle-Soul-Islam-American-Patriot/dp/1451657943/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1316410433&sr=8-1
https://aifdemocracy.org/our-work/
http://www.islamicpluralism.org/
http://www.danielpipes.org/blog/2005/03/stephen-schwartz-and-the-center-for-islamic
http://muslimsfacingtomorrow.com/
http://muslimsfacingtomorrow.com/about-us/
http://muslimsfacingtomorrow.com/about-us/who-we-are/
http://muslimreformers.com/about-muslim-reformers/muslim-reformers-mission/
http://muslimreformers.com/about-muslim-reformers/muslim-reformers-mission/
https://counterjihad.com/qudosi-testimony-homeland-security-committee
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reform before the Subcommittee on Oversight and Management Efficiency of the House Homeland Security 

Committee of the U.S. Congress 

 

The Muslim Reform Movement 

 

Launched in December 2015, the Muslim Reform Movement brought together reformers from multiple 

organizations in support of a declaration of principles advocating peace, human rights, women's rights, minority 

rights, and secular governance. Its most visible leader is former Georgetown professor Asra Nomani. 

 

The International Quranic Center (IQC) 

 

IQC was founded by Dr. Ahmed Subhy Mansour to advocate Quranism, a moderate interpretation of Islam that 

rejects hadiths – reported words and sayings of Muhammad – as a doctrinal guide, accepting only the Quran as 

"comprehensive, completely sufficient in itself." Islamists, whose beliefs rely heavily on hadiths, vigorously 

oppose Quranism. Mansour was granted political asylum in the United States in 2002 after suffering years of 

persecution in Egypt by the Muslim Brotherhood and other Islamist groups. 

 

The American Islamic Congress (AIC) 

 

The AIC was co-founded in 2001 after 9/11 by Zeinab Al-Suwaij, its executive director. Its principles include 

championing religious pluralism, condemning intolerance, and protecting the rights of minorities in the Muslim 

world. Programs of the AIC include promoting interfaith councils, advocating for legislation favoring religious 

freedom and civil rights abroad, and hosting Muslim film festivals. 

 

The World Organization for Resource Development and Education (WORDE) 

 

The WORDE was founded with a mission "to enhance communication and understanding between communities 

to mitigate social and political conflict." Led by Dr. Hedieh Mirahmadi, founder and president and co-author of 

The Other Muslims: Moderate and Secular, WORDE engages in government outreach, community engagement, 

and publications to promote its message. WORDE also sponsors a Club House, "an innovation space, where 

Muslim scholars explore, test and refine alternative messaging to violent extremist organizations like ISIS." 

 

David M. Swindle is the Coordinator of Islamist Watch, a project of the Middle East Forum. Follow 

him on Twitter at @DaveSwindle and Islamist Watch at @Islamist_Watch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/MuslimReformMovement
http://www.muslimreformmovement.org/
http://www.muslimreformmovement.org/MRMDeclaration.pdf
http://thequranists.org/index.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/15/world/africa/15egypt.html
http://www.aicongress.org/
http://www.aicongress.org/aic-team-2/
http://www.aicongress.org/aic-teams/zainab-al-suwaij/
http://www.aicongress.org/home-2/aics-mission-and-principles/
http://www.aicongress.org/programs/interfaith-councils/
http://www.aicongress.org/programs/gov-relations/advocacy/
http://www.aicongress.org/boston-center/new-england-council/muslim-film-festival/
http://www.worde.org/
http://www.worde.org/about/
http://www.worde.org/specialists/dr-hedieh-mirahmadi/
http://www.worde.org/publications/books/the-other-muslims-moderate-and-secular/
http://www.worde.org/programs/halaqas/
http://www.islamist-watch.org/
http://www.meforum.org/
https://twitter.com/daveswindle
https://twitter.com/islamist_watch
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Letters From Dave: Is The Book of Job Fact or Fiction? 

Jeff Dunetz’s Lid Blog  

Nov 30, 2015  

https://lidblog.com/letters-from-dave-is-the-book-of-job-fact-or-fiction/ 
 

This is the third of what I hope will be a long-term series called Letters From David. The “David” is David 

M. Swindle former editor of political publications from 2009-2015 before “retiring” to focus on building a 

Bible-based counterculture. David was my editor at Newsreal Blog and has been my friend ever since.   He 

is now the West Coast Editor for Liberty Island and lives in Los Angeles with his wife, counterculture 

feminist pop artist April Bey, and their Siberian Husky Maura. In 2006 he graduated from Ball State 

University in Muncie, Indiana with a degree in Political Science and English-Creative Writing and still 

remains stuck at the fiery fault lines between politics, culture, technology and religion. 

 

In this installment, David talks asks a question I have heard many Rabbi’s argue about,  Is the book of Job 

real or is it a parable?  There is no consensus as to when Job lived – or even if he ever actually lived at 

all!  There is also a debate as to whether Job is a Jew or a non-Jew. The opinions on this also vary based 

in large part upon assumptions of when Job lived (if he did). 

 

One thing is for sure, if someone saying he is Job comes up to you and requests that you cash a check for 

him, Don’t do it, unless he shows you a legitimate I.D. 

 

I really enjoyed Dave’s latest letter, and I’m sure you will too. 

 

Dear Jeff, 

 

I confess: I’ve failed you, my friend. I’m sorry. 

 

I had hoped to keep to a regular blogging routine this fall — posts each week both for you and Rebel Media so I 

could keep my political knives sharp and weigh in when some hot cultural story inspired a rant. But I’ve fallen down 

a fictional rabbit hole the past few months, and the twists and turns of the political world now more inspire 

annoyance than a desire to try and influence the discussion in a positive direction. I haven’t been all that enthusiastic 

about any of the candidates ever since the only one I was hoping for – John Bolton – chose not to run. I remained 

open-minded about several but at this point none are really inspiring in me any confidence that they can even win, 

put aside the question of if they would even be a good president. 

 

I had accepted in the fall of 2012 that the Republicans were not prepared politically to defeat Obama. I’ve accepted 

the same about 2016. Now that Governors Rick Perry, Scott Walker, and Bobby Jindal are out of the race no 

authentically “conservative” candidates remain — not that any of them had much of a chance of being able to defeat 

the Democrats. One of the lessons I learned during my years of editing political publications: it’s not the side with 

the better ideas that wins, it’s the side that’s willing to fight more viciously until their opponent is devastated and 

destroyed. Politics and war really are extensions of one another in tactics and principle. 

 

So it’ll likely be Hillary in 2016 — her generation’s second coming of FDR, attempting to inaugurate the next New 

Deal, the further expansion of the Great Society. The current generation of mostly baby boomer political activists in 

charge of the Republican Party and “conservative” institutions are not prepared to fight enough to stop it. 

 

The fictional worlds I’ve immersed myself in for the time being — writing my first fantasy novel and editing a slate 

of novels for Liberty Island across genres — have drawn my focus more. And now is a good opportunity for you 

and any of your readers to consider participating. There’s a holiday writing contest going on now accepting entries, 

with a religious theme: 

https://lidblog.com/author/jeffdunetz/
http://www.therebel.media/themegaphone
https://twitter.com/AmbJohnBolton
https://www.libertyislandmag.com/
https://www.libertyislandmag.com/creator/site/content.html?ln=holidayshortfictioncontestbiblicalproportions
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Ever wonder what it was like to: 

 

• witness the building of the Tower of Babel? 

• be a soldier in Pharaoh’s army at the Red Sea? 

•  work as a builder on Solomon’s Temple? 

•  hear Jesus preach for the first time in the Galilee? 

 

We certainly have–and now it’s your assignment to take us there. Your short fiction entry is set in Biblical 

times, broadly-defined as any time from Adam and Eve to c. 100 AD/CE. That’s a long time period 

however you choose to reckon it, and gives you ample opportunity to tell untold tales, shed new light on 

well-known sagas, and provide insight into history, human nature, and our ancestors’ relationship with the 

Divine. 

 

You are welcome to make your story as religious (or not) as you choose; there’s no religious litmus test. 

What the judges want are imaginative and gripping narratives. Bonus points for experimenting with 

different genres–mystery, romance, even fantasy/sci-fi. Just make sure it ties into the time period and 

setting. 

 

Entries should be 1,500-5,000 words long, and can be of any genre you like. The deadline is Sunday, 

December 6th. All the winning authors will receive a copy of the forthcoming novel, Eden: The Animals’ 

Parable signed by author Keith Korman. Additionally, we may publish an anthology of the best entries…so 

aim high!  

 

Submissions@libertyislandmag.com 

 

Jeff, the novel that I’m working on right now is Biblically-themed. I haven’t written much yet about it, even though 

I’ve been working on it now for a few months. Until I get a good draft done of it I won’t be sure that it’ll work, so 

I’m trying to keep it under my hat a bit more. 

 

One thing I will say, though, is that The Book of Job has been of my main inspirations and a text that I plan to dig 

into even deeper. I’ve come to regard it as one of the Bible’s hidden treasures and most under-appreciated books. 

One of the mysteries about the book: is the story factual history or is it a work of literature, a parable to illustrate 

theology? Does it matter? What are the implications of either? Jewish scholars throughout the centuries were 

divided on the questions, and so too Christians. (Maimonides took the view that it was a parable.) Heightening the 

mystery even further is this scholarly development too: that The Book of Job is the oldest text in the Bible, even 

older than Genesis. (See chapter 2 of Hugh Ross’s Hidden Treasures in the Book of Job.) 

 

mailto:Submissions@libertyislandmag.com
http://www.amazon.com/Hidden-Treasures-Book-Reasons-Believe-ebook/dp/B005BOXNZ4/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1448764426&sr=1-1&keywords=Hidden+Treasures+in+the+Book+of+Job
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Wherever one falls on the Fact or Fiction debate of Job, its great value in my view comes in understanding it as 

a practical guide for how to live in this world. Job should come before Genesis because the story of The Garden of 

Eden (again where one falls on the Fact or Fiction question doesn’t matter) is not adequate to define evil and how to 

overcome it. 

 

The story of Job is familiar and deeply disturbing if we focus on it the wrong way. It begins with Satan challenging 

God that the decent man Job is only loyal to him because of his blessings and comfortable life. Should Job lose all 

that he holds dear then surely he will curse his creator. So God consents to allowing Satan to inflict all evils 

conceivable on Job until all of his family have been murdered, his property stolen, and his body afflicted with 

illness. And then 3 of his friends come out to lecture him about how it’s all his fault when he of course knows that it 

isn’t. Eventually Job remains firm in his faith and God reveals the truth to him: 

 

Then the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind and said: 

Who is this that darkens counsel by words without knowledge? 

Dress for action like a man; 
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I will question you, and you make it known to me. 

Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth? 

Tell me, if you have understanding. 

Who determined its measurements—surely you know! 

Or who stretched the line upon it? 

On what were its bases sunk, 

or who laid its cornerstone, 

when the morning stars sang together 

and all the sons of God shouted for joy? 

 

-- Job 38:1-7 

And rewards him: 

 

And the Lord restored the fortunes of Job, when he had prayed for his friends. And the Lord gave Job twice 

as much as he had before.  

-- Job: 42:10 

 

I think part of the reason why The Book of Job is so difficult is that people get hung up on the dark side. They see 

God as somehow weak and cruel for allowing Satan to test Job. They miss out on realizing that the experience 

transforms Job and that he must first lose everything he has in order to become something bigger than he was. 

 

I will endeavor to correspond more regularly moving forward. 

 

Best wishes in your blogging, 

David 

 

P.S. Lid Readers: What do you think about Job? Have any ideas as I start to work more on Job-themed creative 

projects? Are you a writer working on a novel? Get in touch: DavidSwindle [@] 

Gmail [dot] com @DaveSwindle on Twitter 

 

See the Previous Two Installments in this Series: 

 

Part I, October 6: The Coming Rise of Judeo-Christian Values 

 

Part II, October 18: Bloggers Should Embrace Fiction and Ben Shapiro Leads the Way 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/daveswindle
https://lidblog.com/letters-from-david-the-coming-rise-of-judeo-christian-values/
https://lidblog.com/letters-from-dave-bloggers-should-embrace-fiction-ben-shapiro-leads-the-way/
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7 Reasons Why Thanksgiving Will Be My Last Day on Facebook 

PJ Lifestyle 

November 25, 2014 

https://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2014/11/25/7-reasons-why-thanksgiving-will-be-my-

last-day-on-facebook/ 
 

 

1. My New Year's Resolution Fulfilled! 

Dear Liberty Island Leaders Adam Bellow and David S. Bernstein, 

https://www.libertyislandmag.com/
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/381419/let-your-right-brain-run-free-adam-bellow
http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2014/11/19/5-leaders-of-the-new-conservative-counter-culture/
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Above you'll see the concluding image from my list of resolutions. I've planned this all year -- to make my 10th 

anniversary of joining Facebook also my last day using the service. I began weaning myself from Facebook then, 

removing the app from my phone and iPad and only using it when on my computer, justifying it as a tool for work. 

Turns out that November 27, 2004, was when the addiction began -- I was a junior in college at the time. One of the 

many counterculture thinkers I discovered would influence my understanding of culture, technology, corporations, 

the Bible, media, my own career direction, and now this decision to abandon the internet's Coca Cola. (On my 

counterculture books list from 2012 I included several of his titles; more will appear in the expanded, giant-size 

counterculture conservative canon of books that have shaped and influenced me.) The primary, strongest arguments 

for why everyone should leave Facebook come from media theorist Douglas Rushkoff, who bailed in 2013. He 

identifies the prime problems; my case is an expansion of his. 

 
 

2. The Douglas Rushkoff Reason: The Newsfeed Cannot Be Trusted. 

I read this article on CNN from Rushkoff back in February of 2013 when it came out and couldn't really argue with 

his reasons for quitting. I tried to in an email to Doug to justify my continued Facebook usage but all I could say was 

that it was convenient for my work as an editor. Here are two problems with what Facebook does with your data 

without your knowledge or permission. First, the reality is that now when you send something out to all your 

"friends" on Facebook, chances are only a tiny portion of them are likely to see it: 

http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2014/01/01/7-new-years-resolutions-for-2014-i-invite-you-to-burgle-from-me-bilbo-style/?singlepage=true
http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2012/10/20/23-books-for-counterculture-conservatives-tea-party-occultists-and-capitalist-wizards/13/
http://www.cnn.com/2013/02/25/opinion/rushkoff-why-im-quitting-facebook/
https://youtu.be/suLDOim6fCc
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More recently, users -- particularly those with larger sets of friends, followers and likes -- learned that their 

updates were no longer reaching all of the people who had signed up to get them. Now, we are supposed to 

pay to "promote" our posts to our friends and, if we pay even more, to their friends. 

Yes, Facebook is entitled to be paid for promoting us and our interests -- but this wasn't the deal going in, 

particularly not for companies who paid Facebook for extra followers in the first place. Neither should 

users who "friend" my page automatically become the passive conduits for any of my messages to all their 

friends just because I paid for it. 

And second, the new advertising strategy of using your image and your likes to market to your friends: 

 

That brings me to Facebook's most recent shift, and the one that pushed me over the edge. 

Through a new variation of the Sponsored Stories feature called Related Posts, users who "like" something 

can be unwittingly associated with pretty much anything an advertiser pays for. Like e-mail spam with a 

spoofed identity, the Related Post shows up in a newsfeed right under the user's name and picture. If you 

like me, you can be shown implicitly recommending me or something I like -- something you've never 

heard of -- to others without your consent. 

The essence of the Facebook experience is pulling up one's newsfeed and scrolling through it to find something that 

interests us. Since Rushkoff laid out his case, we now know even more: that Facebook has in the past intentionally 

manipulated users' emotions as part of an experiment. 

 

 

http://mashable.com/2013/01/03/facebook-settlement-email/
http://readwrite.com/2012/12/11/why-are-dead-people-liking-stuff-on-facebook
http://readwrite.com/2012/12/11/why-are-dead-people-liking-stuff-on-facebook
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/30/technology/facebook-tinkers-with-users-emotions-in-news-feed-experiment-stirring-outcry.html?_r=0
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3. The College Reason: 10 Years Is Enough. 

I'm finishing up thinking about my college years and 20s. It's easy to forget how Facebook started out just on college 

campuses, first aiming at Ivy League universities before spreading to state colleges, and then regions. Soon anybody 

-- including one's parents -- could join. A college email was no longer required. 

So in one sense this is an emotional, symbolic act: giving up Facebook means saying goodbye to one of the 

remaining holdovers of my college identity and those that followed it. 

But I think I'll go a step further: I think Facebook itself fosters an immature, adolescent, college mentality. College 

is supposedly all about you, all about going and finding yourself. In college we sacrifice years of our lives and tens 

of thousands to try to better ourselves -- we spend years focused on curating pieces of our identity. Facebook just 

figured out a way to monetize this process of creating an identity from our relationships, opinions, habits, and 

"likes." 

In staying on Facebook it's a permanent high school and college reunion, with regular updates and reminders of 

people whom we might never see in our regular daily lives. We're perpetually brought backwards in our lives, 

instead of taking the time to create new media pushing ideas forward. 
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4. The Narcissism Reason: Time To Stop Feeding the Beast. 

I am a narcissist, and Facebook fuels it. And in confessing my own narcissism, it's too an accusation toward us all. 

We are all, at our base, animal level, individuals who self-worship. We remain inordinately concerned with 

ourselves as the default object of worship unless we explicitly choose to worship something else. Hence my turn 

toward social conservatism and the Bible thumpery of late. A related article I wrote this year, discussing Lisa De 

Pasquale's memoir and David P. Goldman's essay collection in tandem: "30 Bad Ideas Men Should Embrace if They 

Want to Destroy Themselves." 

Facebook's business model is to nurture you to think about yourself more. The more you go about defining your 

identity the better they can sell your identity to businesses who want to market to people like you. The more we tell 

Facebook about us the more easily it can play on our emotional weaknesses in its advertising. 

It's the "Real Name" aspect of Facebook that makes it so lucrative and also dangerous for encouraging the individual 

to create a little makebelieve cult that "follows" and "likes"--worships--him. One of my experiments from last year 

http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2014/08/10/30-bad-ideas-men-should-embrace-if-they-want-to-destroy-themselves/
http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2014/08/10/30-bad-ideas-men-should-embrace-if-they-want-to-destroy-themselves/
https://www.instagram.com/p/vwafSuzg-Y/
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was to create a social media identity apart from myself, one in which I didn't even overtly identify if I was male or 

female most of the time. On Instagram I created ThothandMaatMarried, and began experimenting with blending 

counterculture themes with social conservatism and marriage advocacy. With this kind of social networking my goal 

was to push myself and my own identity in the background and to just focus on ideas and finding others interested in 

exploring them. I'm going to explore more accounts like this in the future, that are more akin to a fictional character 

-- or two or three -- blended with real-world parts of my personality and activist concerns. 

 

 
From http://www.michaelzimmer.org, click for more. 

 

5. Mark Zuckerberg. 

I don’t trust Zuckerberg anymore to manage my “one identity.” Do you? 

That Facebook has purchased Instagram, one of the social networks I now recommend, does give me pause. The day 

will come soon when it will be time to flee Instagram too. (I suspect perhaps sooner than later.) A better version of 

quick video blogging will emerge – one may already have.... But don’t think because I recommend Instagram that I 

like everything about it. For example: one of the things in Instagram that reminds of Facebook is the way it values 

community tranquility over individual self expression. If someone objects to a comment or something that you post 

on Instagram then a commenter can flag you to restrict access, giving you a “cool down” of sorts, regardless of 

whether you’ve done anything wrong. 

What Instagram does well is enable one to shoot, edit, and upload videos from one’s phone quickly and then embed 

at a website with just the URL. Add-on applications like Hyperlapse and LoMotif enable additional useful effects 

(as I showed in part 2 of the counterculture films list). This functionality can be replicated in other programs and 

when I find one superior to Instagram I’ll make that leap too. 

http://instagram.com/thothandmaatmarried
http://www.michaelzimmer.org/2010/05/14/facebooks-zuckerberg-having-two-identities-for-yourself-is-an-example-of-a-lack-of-integrity/
http://www.michaelzimmer.org/2010/05/14/facebooks-zuckerberg-having-two-identities-for-yourself-is-an-example-of-a-lack-of-integrity/
http://www/
http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2014/09/19/the-50-greatest-counter-culture-films-of-all-time-part-ii/
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6. I’ve Backed Up My Data on My Computer and on Separate DVD. 

One of the things that kept me from closing Facebook sooner was that I knew there was data on it that I might want 

later, both as a record of my life and as research for my books. Facebook does allow you to download a back-up of 

everything. Here’s how to do it. 

In addition to this standard back-up I’ve done some manual back-ups in Word, saving conversations – some that 

lasted years... – that I’ll plan to look at more deeply someday when I can stomach it. I’ve also backed up my years of 

photo research (hundreds of excerpts of books that I’m organizing and editing....) 

https://www.facebook.com/help/131112897028467/
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7. I’m Switching to the Next Media: Quick Videos with Instagram + Twitter. And Don’t Get Hung Up with 

Just One Account. Create Many Fictional Characters and Experiment with Different Voices and Cultural 

Objectives. And Eventually Leave These Social Networks When Better Ones Emerge. 

Newsflash: we are now at the point where ANYBODY is capable of shooting and EDITING video on 

their phone and then uploading it from anywhere. The future is doing a quantity of short, to-the-point videos that can 

be shared quickly. Think Instapundit blog posts but shot with iPhones to combine text, sound, and film. 

It’s time for the rise of the Army of Davids that Glenn Reynolds prophesied, an alliance of Instapundit culture 

warriors shooting truth and creativity and a joy for life out into the world 15 seconds at a time. 

 

I’ve been dipping my toes in the quick video waters the past few months. This Thanksgiving it’s time to jump in all 

the way. Anybody want to join me?  

Best wishes and more to come soon,  

David 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B003R4Z2KO/pjmedia-20
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The 10 Most Obnoxious, Overrated Alien Cultures in Star Trek 

PJ Lifestyle 

July 11, 2014 

http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2014/07/11/the-10-most-obnoxious-overrated-alien-

cultures-in-star-trek/ 
 

10. The Romulans 

What exactly do the Romulans have that justifies their defining quality, their arrogance? They're among the most 

boring species in all of Trek, the kind of evil twin to the Vulcans, known for their deceitful and warlike nature. Their 

only redeeming feature seems to be how cool and genuinely intimidating their warbird ships are. 

9. Soong-type Androids 

I think I'm over Data -- not that I was ever all that big of a fan. I guess looking back at the idea that Dr. Noonien 

Soong could create such super advanced androids but not manage the humanlike emotions just seems dumb and the 

episodes with Data trying to "discover his humanity" just seem gimmicky and lame. They were trying to replicate 

the Spock archetype with Data, even down to his end in Star Trek: Nemesis which echoed the conclusion of The 

Wrath of Khan. And it just ultimately doesn't work. When there are androids in future Star Trek incarnations I doubt 

future audiences will accept them in the Soong/Data model anymore than they would a typewriter. 

8. The Borg 

I hope that Star Trek is done with the Borg, that they've been thoroughly mined as a villain. They're just not that 

interesting. The Borg were always more like a virus. They weren't an evil, malevolent force; they were more like a 

force of nature, just feeding. The Federation wasn't fighting an equal enemy but just dealing with a hyper-advanced 

animal. Boring. 

And what to make of the whole Borg Queen thing that was tacked on to sex up Star Trek: First Contact and 

then Voyager had to run with too? Doesn't that just make the point more? That the Borg are akin to an anthill or a 

beehive? Future generations of Trek stories deserve a more worthy opponent. 

7. The Q Continuum 

My wife helped me learn to really hate the Q. In our rewatchings of Star Trek: The Next Generation, 

Voyager, and Deep Space Nine she's always insisted on skipping the Q episodes. I was initially resistant, 
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remembering enjoying the Q's antics during my teenage Trekkie years. But on further reflection I do find the Q 

episodes more in the annoying, silly, campy vein and not a direction that should be pursued. How about I put the 

question this way: how would you feel about Q showing up in a Star Trek movie? What if out of nowhere in the new 

series of Trek movies all of a sudden John de Lancie appeared with something goofy? 

The Q is when Star Trek is at its most fantasy-like instead of aspiring toward believable sci-fi. 

6. and 5. The Dominion's Genetically-Engineered Slave Races: the Vorta and the Jem'Hadar 

On Star Trek: Deep Space Nine the primary antagonists in the show's final seasons are the cultures that make up the 

Dominion, an intergalactic empire created by the shapeshifters known as the Founders. Two of the races they 

created to administer and control the empire are the bureaucratic Vorta with the weird ear things and the drug-

addicted, hyper-violent tough guys the Jem'Hadar. Both are essentially test-tube species who usually don't have any 

genuine individuals. Throughout DS9 the same actor would show up to play different incarnations of the same 

smarmy, irritating vorta viceroy Weyoun, re-cloned when a previous one failed. They're two slave cultures, one held 

in place by their belief that the founders were gods, and the second by their addiction to the drug Ketracel-white. 

4. The Cardassians 

It made sense that the Cardassians would ally with the Dominion during Deep Space Nine; they're a slave culture 

too that rejects the individual and demands submission to the state. (The show begins with them ending their 

decades-long enslavement of Bajor.) Like the Romulans, they're a dreary, gray, boring culture of conformity. Thus, 

the intriguing paradox on the show that some of the most interesting individual characters are Cardassians rejecting 

and struggling with aspects of their culture. The outcast spy Garak is one of the show's best characters. 

3. The Betazoids 

Deanna and Lwaxana Troi are the two primary representatives of this race of sensuous, hippie-esque telepaths who 

look just like human beings. They are both in their own ways some of the most irritating characters throughout the 

series. I hope future Trek series relegate the Betazoids back to a level of background irrelevance akin to the Bolians. 

2. The Klingons 

Does it make me a Star Trek heretic to say that I don't think much of Klingon culture's primitive tribalism and 

bloody death worship? Just like we skip the Q episodes, it seems like we skip most of the Klingon episodes too in 

our re-viewings. Sorry, but I just can't buy into the show's dumb, naive multicultural assumptions anymore. All the 

Klingon rituals, mythology, honor customs, and the tribal "House of Mogh" system are no longer as interesting now 

that I've spent more time seeing their real-world equivalents in primitive religion. 

http://pjmedia.com/tatler/2014/06/26/30-books-for-defeating-valerie-jarretts-cult-of-political-criminals/19/
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The series frequently respecting and celebrating the barbarism of Klingon culture connects with the Star 

Trek franchise's underlying ideological assumptions, embodied in its most obnoxious, overrated alien culture of all... 

1. The Federation 

I guess I should just be honest and lay it straight out: I don't enjoy Star Trek to the same degree that I once did now 

that I no longer share its ideology. The foundation of the original Star Trek is that the Federation is the United 

Nations in space. Captain Kirk was JFK, Spock was the McGeorge Bundy brain trust of experts who could figure 

out any problem. And they would lead us into a future without war where our ships wouldn't be fighting but 

exploring. It was the optimistic vision of big-government 1960s Democrat Party establishment liberalism. My friend 

Walter Hudson wrote a few years back, 

Each Star Trek iteration has starred a crew of explorers enlisted in Starfleet, the multi-purpose 

expeditionary armada of an interstellar political entity known as the United Federation of Planets. 

Conspicuously, the precise form of government practiced by the Federation has never been fully explored. 

However, there are a number of clues to its nature scattered throughout the franchise canon. 

We know the Federation has a president who serves a defined term. We know the Federation has a 

governing council. We know that the various alien races within the Federation petition to join and have 

their culture vetted. We know there is a Federation Charter which formally established the organization. 

There is both a civilian and military judicial system. 

Each of these characteristics were established somewhat arbitrarily throughout each series. Depending on 

the writer of a particular episode, the Federation might remind viewers of the United States or the United 

Nations. In the original series, for instance, adversaries like the Klingons and Romulans were obvious 

references to America’s communist opponents in the Cold War. As the franchise progressed, the Federation 

diversified, expanding its ranks of aliens. The Next Generation introduced evermore frequent diplomatic 

missions to quall tensions between alien races, thus modeling the professed peacekeeping mission of the 

United Nations. 

For our purposes, what is noteworthy about the Federation is its unquestioned benevolence. While the 

occasional insurrection or insubordination was explored throughout the franchise, for the most part, no one 

within the Federation really questions their government. 

I like Deep Space Nine most of all the shows because it parts ways with this model so much. It's the least naive show 

of them all. In the Dominion the Federation confronts a slave empire disinterested in peace. Gone is the idea that a 

http://www.newsrealblog.com/2010/12/12/the-final-frontier-10-political-messages-beamed-through-star-trek/print/
http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/Articles/The%20UNs%20Alliance%20of%20Anti%20Americanism.html
http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/Articles/The%20UNs%20Alliance%20of%20Anti%20Americanism.html
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problem could be solved in an episode or two; instead extended narratives of war spreading across the galaxy take 

seasons to unfurl. 

I hope that future incarnations of Star Trek follow more the direction of DS9 and its star writer-producer Ronald D. 

Moore's show Battlestar Galactica in choosing to present science fiction with a less childish understanding of 

human nature and morality. What do you think? Could the franchise take a darker, more mature, DS9-style turn in 

the future? Or is the show's utopianism likely to remain dominant, limiting Star Trek's potential to say anything 

substantive? 

 

 

Writing a Letter to My Friend in Heaven Upon Receiving His Final Book 

PJ Lifestyle 

March 25, 2014 

https://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2014/03/25/writing-a-letter-to-my-friend-in-heaven-

upon-receiving-his-final-book/ 
 

 

Dear Barry,  

Your book just arrived in the mail. You already know that, of course, now that you're in Heaven, one with the 

Divine, and now enjoying life outside of time. It must be wonderful for you now, knowing how The Story turns out in 

the end.  

 

Now I'm remembering why I haven't managed to do a more thorough article yet about what you've meant to me. It's 

been almost two months now and I guess a certain part of me is still in the denial phase. At one level I just want to 

pretend you're having a long break while going through a rough chemo treatment.  

 

But that's not an option anymore. It never should have been. Those of us who you taught have a responsibility to 

continue your tradition of scholarship, writing, and activism.  

 

Time to get back to work now.  

 

with respect,  

David Swindle 

 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0036EH3U2/pjmedia-20
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Why It's a Good Thing for the Film Industry To Die 

PJ Lifestyle 

January 3, 2013 

https://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2013/01/03/why-its-a-good-thing-for-the-film-

industry-to-die/ 
 

*Profanity Warning For Video.* 

 

Dear Andrew, 

I was going to disagree with your assessment of the newest film from Peter Jackson: 

As for The Hobbit — well, the first seven hours are a little slow, but it picks up in the final third. I mean, 

really, it’s one book, make one film. Use some skill, make some choices. Be an artist. 

That said, the picture, though endless, looks lovely. The final hour really is exciting. And Martin Freeman, 

who plays Bilbo, is so incredibly good he almost kept me awake through the opening hours. Or days. Or 

whatever. 

Now what they should do is release “The Studio Cut.” Let some executives into the editing room to pare 

the thing down to the entertaining bits. One hour long and brilliant. Can’t wait. 

http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2013/01/03/the-case-for-restricting-artists/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKiIroiCvZ0
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But then I realized that I hadn't actually seen the film. Over the Christmas break my wife, sister, brother-in-law, and 

I saw the IMAX 3-D presentation. And we were all mesmerized, uplifted into a state of cinematic rapture. April and 

I even want to pay money to see it again. But I concede your point, minus the additional emotional intensity from 

the overwhelming audio-visual immersion, perhaps the first third and some of the middle could've disappointed. But 

seeing it in a huge format with characters and effects whooshing out of the screen toward me, those slower 

excursions through Middle Earth didn't bore. I was too busy taking in all the details. 

What does that mean? That the same motion picture watched on traditional film vs IMAX 3-D can yield such 

different reactions? 

It's another variation of something we movie   enthusiasts have discussed for years: the difference between 

experiencing a movie in the traditional fashion, projected through film onto a screen in a theater vs. our modern 

innovation of watching in the comforts of home on a TV screen. 

How does storytelling change when the technological tools advance and the medium transforms? Sure, 

the film of The Hobbit might have improved with some editing, but would the IMAX 3-D experience still have 

immersed to the same degree? If I'm paying an extra 50% at the box office for more sound and image, doesn't it 

make sense that I get more run-time too? 

With the continued advance of 3D film technologies and new frame rates, could the genres of stories shift too? 

Could we start seeing even more traditional, epic filmmaking aimed at a broad audience? 

-David 

P.S. I beg to differ on the theatrical cuts of The Lord of the Rings being better than the extended, director's cuts. But 

then again I've only seen the theatrical cuts on film and the extended only on DVD and Blu-Ray. Maybe the 

director's cuts are only better if you watch them at home, accompanied by family, only periodically interrupted by a 

Siberian Husky wanting to go out? 

**** 

Related at PJ Lifestyle: The Case for Restricting Artists 

More perspectives on The Hobbit at PJ Lifestyle: The Hobbit: An Unexpected Chore, and Why J.R.R. Tolkien’s 

Enduring Popularity Is a Cause for Hope in Our Popular Culture 

 

 

 

http://www.comicbookmovie.com/fansites/BatFreak/news/?a=71176
http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2013/01/03/the-case-for-restricting-artists/
http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2012/12/14/the-hobbit-an-unexpected-chore/
http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2012/12/16/why-j-r-r-tolkiens-enduring-popularity-is-a-cause-for-hope-in-our-popular-culture/
http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2012/12/16/why-j-r-r-tolkiens-enduring-popularity-is-a-cause-for-hope-in-our-popular-culture/
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10 Years After High School Are Millennials  

Finally Ready to Cash Their Reality Check? 

PJ Lifestyle 

June 6, 2012 

http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2012/06/06/10-years-after-high-school-are-

millennials-finally-ready-to-cash-their-reality-check/ 
 

 
 

"Be Prepared To Spend a Few Years Working Boring Jobs You Think You're Overqualified For That You 

Hate So You Can Pay The Bills. Just Take Whatever You Can Get So You Can Survive and Not Live in Mom 

and Dad's Basement. Do Not Expect Your 'Dream Job' To Be Waiting for You When You Graduate. It Can 

(And Really It Should) Take Years Before You Break Into Your Field And Shift From Working Jobs to 

Living Your Career." 

 

Over the past few years, this has generally been the time when the younger, college-age writers finish up their BA or 

Master's, prepare to venture off into the "real world," and ask if I have any suggestions for them. (I was in their 

shoes six years ago.) The advice above summarizing my own post-college misadventures usually isn't met with 

much enthusiasm. 

 

And since 2008's economic downturn, this injunction to "Just Take Whatever You Can Get" fell on deaf ears when 

passed on to some of my job-hunting friends. As long as they had an unemployment check flowing in or free rent 

from Mom and Dad, then what's the rush to take a job that's beneath you? Shouldn't they hold out for something 
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great? "I've got a college degree. Why should I work a job that I could've gotten just out of high school? I deserve 

better! I've worked for it!" But eventually the unemployment checks would run out. 

 

Then it was time to cash the Reality Check, to go down to the temp office and take whatever job they'll give you. 

 

That's the setting for the first act of Reality Check, a new musical comedy from father-and-son writing team David 

and Ben Shapiro that debuted with two performances last week in Los Angeles. 

 

Reality Check takes the common young adult archetypes of The Breakfast Club and Friends and reinvents them for 

2012. Five friends from high school rediscover each other at the temp office and find that after 10 years they're still 

all clinging to the immature identities they embraced as teenagers: 

• Sarah Brandon plays Lindsay, the workaholic overachiever who's never able to focus her energy into real 

success and happiness. (Courtney Cox on Friends) 

• Justin Buller plays Edward, the sex-obsessed jock, ladies man, and tough guy. (Matt LeBlanc 

in Friends and a blend of Emilio Estevez and Judd Nelson in The Breakfast Club.) 

• Samantha Rose Cardenas plays Brittany, the cheerleader and princess (Jennifer Aniston in Friends and 

Molly Ringwald in The Breakfast Club.) 

• Alex Robert Holes plays Alex, the "sensitive," high-minded writer-artist eager to write the Great American 

Novel, always scribbling down notes (David Schwimmer in Friends meets Anthony Michael Hall 

in The Breakfast Club with sprinkles of Lisa Kudrow's Phoebe Buffay and Ally Sheedy-style "ooh! look at 

me!" pseudo-creative weirdness.) 

• Haqumai Waring Sharpe plays Jimmy, the class clown joking through life. (Matthew Perry on Friends.) 

The whole cast shines, with each performer embodying the high school stereotypes we know so well. The 

personalities are so universal that every audience member should see himself in at least one of the characters on the 

screen. I sympathized with the pretentious writer Alex who was dressed in the standard tortured artist uniform -- all 

black, always carrying around a book, and facial hair that just doesn't work. That was me senior year of high school. 

Even down to playing the Schwimmer role chasing Princesses who in turn pursue misogynistic men and then come 

running back to us for emotional support only to play with our hearts, never committing to a relationship. Reality 

Check hits this universal dynamic in the love triangle between Alex, Brittany, and Edward -- a story told many times 

in real life and fiction and well done here. 

But stealing every scene he's in is Peter Pergelides as "The Man," who runs the temp office and implores the adult-

children to grow up with a song that's still stuck in my head: "Let Go The Banana." Here are some of the lyrics 

which set the tone of the whole production -- fun, upbeat, clever, but still sincere: 

In the jungles of Africa / This is how they catch a monkey 

It’s a method that they’ve used for years / And it’s now become a habit 

Take a jar with an opening / Slightly larger than a monkey’s hand 

Put a banana inside the jar / And the monkey will soon grab it 

He can’t see the reason / He can’t take his fist out 

Now the hunters grab him / All because the monkey won’t 

Let Go the Banana 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/99ers
http://twitter.com/benshapiro
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He won’t let go the banana / You’ve got to know 

For you to grow / You let go the banana 

 

What are the bananas Reality Check targets? Several that should resonate not just with we Millennials now creeping 

up on 30, but also those in older generations, some of whom still struggle with letting go of the illusions trapping 

them in repeating cycles of self-destruction. The challenge of growing up and maturing into happy, responsible 

adults is a process that's as necessary and ongoing at 53 and 76 as it is at 28. 

 

In a strange serendipity, just a few days after the performances of the Reality Check, Prager University released its 

newest course, an equation to lead a happy life: 

 

 
 

What makes us unhappy? Comparing the reality of our lives with the image of who we thought we should be or who 

we want to be. Failing to check the image we're worshipping with a reality that's actually much better than we 

realize. 

 

We are unable to appreciate the happiness we already have. And if you have the luxury to take time out of your day 

to read the words written on whatever screen you're reading this post on -- you have tremendous blessings compared 

to the vast majority of human history. Ben Shapiro and I are among the first wave of Generation Y or the 

Millennials -- those born from 1982 through 1995 or so. (I propose the cutoff should be if you were old enough for 

9/11 to make a meaningful impression on you. Just as the Boomer cutoff that makes sense is the JFK assassination.) 

 

We are the most spoiled American generation in history. And that's because we were raised by (and spoiled and 

loved by) the Baby Boom generation, which too held the distinction at the time of being the most spoiled. 

 

Reality Check explores these themes with the method of the last decade's best comedies. The reason why the Judd 

Apatow-brand of Forgetting Sarah Marshall-style films succeeds is because they combine traditional values with 
likable characters in universal scenarios then glue them together with raunchy jokes. The Shapiros know their pop 

culture well; this Boomer-Millennial writing team's reinvention of the formula combined with a collection of 

memorable songs and an energetic cast make for something special.When upcoming performances of Reality 

Check are announced, you'll hear about them here at PJ Lifestyle. 

 

You can start with a brand-new slate / Fresh and clean without the baggage 

Make your life's adventures start today / Looking forward to the morning 

  

http://www.youtube.com/user/PragerUniversity?feature=watch
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0375707190/pjmedia-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0375707190/pjmedia-20
http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2012/05/01/dennis-prager-archetypal-baby-boomer-dad/
http://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/2012/05/01/dennis-prager-archetypal-baby-boomer-dad/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001C0JCBA/pjmedia-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0014Y09OI/pjmedia-20
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You can see the reason /You should take your fist out 

You are not a monkey / You are smarter cause you can 

  

Let go the banana / You can let go the banana 

You've got to know /For you to grow 

You let go the banana 
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2009-2011 

JOHN LENNON’S SECOND THOUGHTS 

A new documentary reveals the Beatle's change of heart in his final years. 

FrontPage Magazine 

June 30, 2011 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/97489/john-lennons-second-thoughts-david-

swindle 
 

For more than 40 years Beatles member John Lennon towered above all others as the Left’s most powerful artistic 

icon. His anthem “Imagine” dreamed of a unified world that transcended the divides of nation-states and religious 

strife. It was an inspiration to generations of utopians. Now a new documentary reveals a startling fact: in his final 

years before his murder, the songwriter abandoned his famous progressive faith, enjoyed arguing with radicals, and 

supported Ronald Reagan. 

 

The Toronto Sun reported Tuesday night on one of the interviews from a new documentary called “Beatles 

Stories.” Director Seth Swirsky spent five years collecting anecdotes from those who knew members of the band. 

One of the people Swirsky talked with was Fred Seaman who worked as Lennon’s personal assistant in 1979 and 

1980. 

 

According to Seaman, 

 

John, basically, made it very clear that if he were an American he would vote for Reagan because he was 

really sour on (Democrat) Jimmy Carter. 

 

"He'd met Reagan back, I think, in the 70s at some sporting event... Reagan was the guy who had ordered 

the National Guard, I believe, to go after the young (peace) demonstrators in Berkeley, so I think that John 

maybe forgot about that... He did express support for Reagan, which shocked me. 

 

"I also saw John embark in some really brutal arguments with my uncle, who's an old-time communist... He 

enjoyed really provoking my uncle... Maybe he was being provocative... but it was pretty obvious to me he 

had moved away from his earlier radicalism. 

 

"He was a very different person back in 1979 and 80 than he'd been when he wrote Imagine. By 1979 he 

looked back on that guy and was embarrassed by that guy's naivete." 

 

How will the Left respond to these revelations? If the first reaction at The Los Angeles Times is any indication, the 

attempt might be to damage the credibility of the witness. Tony Pierce does not even bother commenting on the 

claims and instead noted that Seaman plead guilty in 1983 to stealing photos, journals, and letters from Lennon. 

 

Jon Wiener at The Nation also jumped on this strategy to defend the icon he wrote a whole book promoting. 

Wiener went further though, trying to pass off a bland written statement in support of a group of striking workers 

and an ambiguous comment that the 1960s “gave us a glimpse of the possibility” of a better world as evidence that 

Lennon died a progressive. (At Salon Justin Elliott regurgitates this weak tea response.) Wiener ends with another 

ad hominem against Seaman, noting the former personal assistant also tried to “cash in” on his Lennon connection 

before with a book. Wiener fails to explain what financial stake Seaman could possibly have today in telling lies 

about Lennon’s politics. 

 

It’s worth remembering that The Nation was the publication with the longest track record of defending the innocence 

of the Rosenbergs -- regardless of every new piece of evidence to emerge over the last 30 years. 

 

The problem with this kill-the-messenger strategy is that it labors under the mistaken impression that Seaman’s 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/97489/john-lennons-second-thoughts-david-swindle
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/97489/john-lennons-second-thoughts-david-swindle
https://www.frontpagemag.com/sites/default/files/uploads/2011/06/john-lennon.jpg
https://www.frontpagemag.com/sites/default/files/uploads/2011/06/john-lennon.jpg
http://www.torontosun.com/2011/06/28/lennon-was-a-closet-republican-assistant
http://beatlesstories.com/
http://beatlesstories.com/
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2011/06/john-lennon-was-a-closet-reagan-republican-claims-former-assistant.html
http://www.thenation.com/blog/161751/john-lennon-not-closet-republican
http://www.salon.com/news/politics/war_room/2011/06/29/john_lennon_ronald_reagan
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anecdotes are the only proof of Lennon’s Second Thoughts. As soon as one starts looking at Lennon circa 1980 as a 

Reagan conservative, more and more long-available evidence comes into focus. Old, familiar statements suddenly 

make sense in a new way. Some writers had even already theorized of Lennon’s political shift. 

 

Big Hollywood Editor-in-Chief John Nolte noted a compelling piece at The American Conservative by Jordan 

Michael Smith published more than a year ago which fisked Lennon’s final interview with Playboy. Smith quotes 

Lennon from the interview, rejecting the idea that a Beatles reunion concert for charity would make any substantive 

effect toward improving the world: 

 

“You know, America has poured billions into places like that. It doesn’t mean a damn thing. After they’ve 

eaten that meal, then what? It lasts for only a day. After the $200,000,000 is gone, then what? It goes round 

and round in circles.” 

 

Other statements in the interview are more explicit, with Lennon confessing that his famous anti-war political 

activism was largely driven by his own guilt from his financial success with the Beatles. Thomas Sowell argued in 

his book Compassion Versus Guilt that such feelings in response to good fortune and wealth can often motivate 

good-intentioned but ultimately destructive public policies. 

 

That this was the case with Lennon is further enforced by his earlier political transformation while he was still in the 

Beatles. Recall the song “Revolution” in which Lennon dismissed the revolutionary dream and rebuked the neo-

communist Left: “But if you go carrying pictures of chairman Mao/You ain't going to make it with anyone anyhow.” 

The seeds of Lennon’s escape from the Left were planted. Lennon was not a very serious leftist. He was just an artist 

too heavily influenced by some of the other dominant personalities of his age – the ones most skilled at manipulating 

talented people into becoming their political pawns, their useful idiots. 

One need not speculate what kind of music Lennon might have recorded someday with a more grounded political 

understanding. Home recordings from 1980 exist and have been widely available for years. 

 

Consider the 1980 song “Serve Yourself,” available in the John Lennon anthology and the Wonsaponatime album. 

The song features a cynical, somewhat combative Lennon urging his listeners to take responsibility for their own 

lives instead of submitting to a religious or political dogma. This is not the upbeat tone and message of “Give Peace 

a Chance.” 

 

It’s impossible to know the number of people over the last 40 years who jumped into lives of progressive activism 

because of Lennon’s music. What’s much easier to anticipate is that like the Rosenbergs, Lennon and “Imagine” are 

not symbols the Left will give up without a fight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://bighollywood.breitbart.com/jjmnolte/2011/06/29/more-on-john-lennons-move-away-from-imagine-evolution-is-absolute-garbage/
http://www.amconmag.com/blog/stop-imagining/
http://www.lyrics007.com/The%20Beatles%20Lyrics/Revolution%20Lyrics.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXd25Jqi7G0&feature=player_embedded
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HOW SCIENCE CRUSHES THE LEFT 

Why can’t human nature be understood simply as a fact of biology? 

July 5, 2010 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/64775/how-science-crushes-left-david-

swindle 
Share to Twitt 

 

The Genius of the Beast: A Radical Re-Vision of Capitalism 

By Howard K. Bloom 

Prometheus Books (November 24, 2009) 

 

Global Brain: The Evolution of Mass Mind 

By Howard K. Bloom 

Wiley (September 2001) 

 
The Lucifer Principle: A Scientific Expedition Into the Forces of History 

By Howard K. Bloom 

Atlantic Monthly Press (March 13, 1997) 

 

On June 22 the great scholar and classicist Victor Davis Hanson spoke at the 

Wednesday Morning Club in Los Angeles to promote his new book The 

Father of Us All. 

 

Among the numerous points he made that day at the Four Seasons two in 

particular leapt out, as they cut to the core of our political and cultural 

conflicts today: 

 

 

• First, war is the natural order of mankind. The majority of human history is conflict between peoples. Peace is a 

parentheses. This stands in stark contrast to those (like President Barack Obama) who think that peace is 

the way civilization functions. 

 

• Second, human nature is flawed. We are broken creatures, separated from God, incapable of making a utopia, 

and unable to reason with every enemy. Hanson described this understanding as the “tragic view” and 

juxtaposed it with the “therapeutic view” which saw men as blank slates that could be molded. 

 

The operative word in both of these critical formulations – philosophical pivots that divide us so deeply and illicit 

such ferocious debate – is nature.  We disagree about the nature of humanity. And it’s from this question that all of 

our political disagreements emerge. Those who acknowledge that war is the natural order and that humans are 

flawed will fall on the Right. And those with the opposite understandings will find themselves on the Left. 

 

But how can this be? Why is there seemingly so much debate on these questions of nature yet none over the fact that 

a dropped pen will fall to earth, that a sperm and egg create a zygote, and that liquid water lowered to 32 degrees 

Fahrenheit will freeze? 

 

Why do we not consider our own human nature and behavior as just one more scientific question? 

 

Enter Howard K. Bloom, author of the new mindblower The Genius of the Beast: A Radical Re-Vision of 

Capitalism and the previous addictive, paradigm-smashers Global Brain: The Evolution of Mass Mind (2001) and 

The Lucifer Principle: A Scientific Expedition into the Forces of History (1997.) 

 

The central thesis that runs across Bloom’s work is this: we humans are to be understood as just one more 

component – the most advanced so far – in the evolutionary process. And just as dissecting a fetal pig in biology 

class can teach us about our own anatomy, considering the behaviors of organisms going back to the origin of life 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/sites/default/files/uploads/2010/07/genius-of-the-beast.jpg
https://www.frontpagemag.com/sites/default/files/uploads/2010/07/genius-of-the-beast.jpg
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1591027543?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1591027543
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0471419192?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0471419192
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0871136643?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0871136643
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1608191656?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1608191656
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1608191656?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1608191656
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1591027543?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1591027543
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1591027543?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1591027543
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0471419192?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0471419192
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0871136643?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0871136643
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(and even back further to when we were originally just space dust) can provide critical insights into who we are as 

people, why we do what we do, and what’s in store for us as our evolution continues. 

 

In his first book Bloom lays out the first of his key arguments: 

 

“The Lucifer Principle contends that ‘evil’ is a by-product of nature's strategies for creation and is woven 

into our most basic biological fabric. This argument echoes a very old one. St. Paul proposed it when he put 

forth the doctrine of original sin. Thomas Hobbes resurrected it when he called the lot of man brutish and 

nasty. Anthropologist Raymond Dart brought it to the fore again when he interpreted fossil remains in 

Africa as evidence that man is a killer ape. Old as it is, the concept has often had revolutionary 

implications.” 

 

Bloom presents evidence from throughout the animal kingdom that humans are not the only species to make war: 

 

“Organized battle is not restricted to humans. Ants make war and either massacre or enslave a rival swarm. 

Cichlid fish gang up and attack outsiders. Myxobacteria form "wolf packs" that corner and dismember 

prey. Groups of lizards pick on a formerly regal member of the clan who has become disfigured by the loss 

of his tail. Female bees chase an overaged queen through the corridors of the hive and lunge, biting over 

and over until she is dead. And even rival ‘super coalitions’ of a half-dozen male dolphins fight like street 

gangs, often inflicting serious injuries. Ants do not watch television. Fish seldom go to the movies. 

Myxobacteria, lizards, dolphins and bees have not been ‘programmed’ by Western culture.” 

 

But why has Mother Nature built us this way? Why are we built for violence and conflict instead of peace and 

coexistence? In his second book, Global Brain, Bloom argues that evolution is not just an individual process. 

Throughout nature we can find organisms that are more concerned with the survival of their respective group or 

tribe than just merely passing along their own genes. These self-sacrificing individuals of course manifest in Mother 

Nature’s methods of creation: 

 

“Pit one socially networked, problem-solving web against another -- a constant occurrence in nature and 

the one which most successfully takes advantage of complex adaptive system rules, that which is the most 

powerful cooperative learning contraption, will almost always win.” 

 

In Global Brain Bloom explains the different elements that nature utilizes to evolve groups: 

 

“The five elements of the complex adaptive system are conformity enforcers, diversity generators, inner-

judges, resource shifters, and intergroup tournaments.” 

 

Within groups (and even within cells and individual organisms) you find all these elements which work to evolve. 

You have those who maintain adaptations that work (conformity enforcers,) those who experiment and come up 

with new techniques to adapt to new situations (diversity generators,) you have those who analyze our contributions 

and reward us when we produce value and punish us when are a detriment (inner-judges,) those who move resources 

where they’re most needed for survival (resource shifters) and finally inter-group tournaments which range from 

“baseball games and corporate competition to terrorist raids and nuclear confrontation, face-offs which force each 

collective intelligence, each group brain to churn out innovations for the fun of winning or for sheer survival’s 

sake.” 

 

Competition and conflict force our advancement more than anything else. And so Genius of the Beast is a logical 

next step. In his most recent book Bloom takes his science-centric perspective to new ends: defending Western 

civilization and the “beast” that fuels us, capitalism. (For Bloom’s analysis of the force most threatening us check 

out this excerpt about Islam from Lucifer Principle.) 

 

Bloom has the single most compelling, original explanation I’ve encountered for the great economic crash of 2008. 

Tweaking the economists who thought the crash could be contained,  

 

Bloom writes, 

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0471419192?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0471419192
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0471419192?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0471419192
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1591027543?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1591027543
http://howardbloom.net/islam.htm
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“Why did economics prove so useless? Why was monetary policy so helpless to stop the downslide? 

 

Because economic crashes are not the fault of bad guys. They are not the result of obscure things like credit 

instruments and subprime mortgages gone hog wild. They are built into our biology. They are driven by a 

mass emotional engine. A mass perceptual engine. A search engine with which the cosmos feels out her 

possibilities. Booms and crashes are driven by a breakthrough generator-a transcendence engine. 

 

What is a transcendence engine? It's a mechanism that takes the ephemeral and turns it into hard and fast 

reality. In the inanimate universe a transcendence engine takes what's imminent from nothingness into the 

realm of being. Among humans, a transcendence engine turns the whisperings of the spirit-visions and 

imaginings into everyday things, into commodities. A transcendence engine is a secular mechanism that 

does the job often credited to a divinity. 

 

Booms and crashes make you and me the agents of an evolutionary engine-a thoroughly secular engine-that 

does something only gods were once thought to do. The act of creation.” 

 

Then, much as he put war in the context of biology, Bloom does the same for capitalism and the boom and bust 

cycle that we seem damned to forever repeat: 

 

“Boom and bust cycles are not unique to human beings. They arose when life itself began 3.85 

billion   years ago. They showed themselves among our first ancestors, bacteria. Then they reappeared in 

every other beast that lived in flocks, swarms, colonies, crowds, and herds. Why? Because boom and bust-

the cycle of good times and depressions-performs a vital function for a society. That purpose? Exploration, 

consolidation, and repurposing-using something old in a very new way. Learning, thinking, and creating. 

Functioning as an evolutionary search engine that does something only the gods were once thought to do. 

Functioning as an evolutionary search engine that brings new creations into being.” 

 

Yes, capitalism too is natural. Love it or hate it, it’s as innate to us as our need to reproduce. And we can either 

condemn it – and thus reject ourselves (which is what leftism is at its heart) – or embrace it and thrive. Throughout 

further chapters in Genius of the Beast Bloom lays out the case for how capitalism and Western Civilization has 

advanced the quality of human life more than any other force we’ve known: “Every religion promises to raise the 

poor and the oppressed. Every religion-including Marxism-promises to feed the hungry and to uplift the 

downtrodden. No religion that I know of has ever paid off on its promise. But a nonreligion, a pluralist system-the 

Western system-has.” (A point echoed by Walter Williams last week in these pages when he explained how the 

poor in our society today have luxuries surpassing what the wealthy a hundred years ago could imagine.) 

 

But all this is really only scratching the surface with Bloom’s books. I’ve isolated but a single strand in an intricately 

woven blanket for the brain. Bloom’s mind goes all over the place in his three tomes. He incorporates biology, 

anthropology, physics, history, economics, religion and philosophy, popular culture, and also personal memoir. And 

each read allows for new connections to be made. Bloom’s background is a whole other bizarre tale unlike any 

other science or nonfiction author: 

 

“After graduating magna cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa from New York University, Bloom turned down 

four graduate fellowships and embarked on a 20-year-long urban anthropology expedition to penetrate what 

he calls "society's myth-making machinery"--the inner sanctums of politics and the media. During his foray 

into "the dark underbelly of mass emotion" he edited a magazine which won two National Academy of 

Poets prizes, founded the leading avant-garde art studio on the East Coast, was featured on the cover of Art 

Direction Magazine, then gave up listening to Beethoven, Bartok, and Mozart to become editor of a rock 

magazine. Using correlational studies, focus groups, empirical surveys, ethnographic expeditions into 

suburban teen subcultures, and other scientific techniques, Bloom more than doubled the publication's 

sales, and was credited by Rolling Stones' Chet Flippo with having founded a new genre--the heavy metal 

magazine. Seeking still further ways to infiltrate modernity's mass mind, Bloom formed a public relations 

firm in the music and film industry and won the confidence of those whose territory he'd invaded. The 

payoff in knowledge proved invaluable. 

 

Bloom worked with Michael Jackson, Prince, John Cougar Mellencamp, Kiss, Queen, Bette Midler, Billy 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/2010/07/02/americas-prosperous-poor-2/
http://howardbloom.net/bloombio.htm
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Joel, Joan Jett, Diana Ross, Simon & Garfunkel, The Talking Heads, AC/DC, Billy Idol, Grandmaster 

Flash and the Furious Five, Run D.M.C., Simply Red, and the heads of many a media conglomerate. He 

was adept at spotting new subcultures, entering them, and helping their members achieve their goals…a 

skill which gave him an inside role in the rise of rap, disco, and punk rock.” 

 

This entertainment-oriented background manifests in Bloom’s vibrant prose style. He writes more like my most 

exciting bloggers at NewsReal Blog – interweaving colorful language, metaphors, a sometimes casual voice, and 

artistic references – rather than a dry science author. With this combination of lively writing and groundbreaking 

ideas his books become addictive. As soon as I finished Beast my initial impulse was to just start at the beginning 

and read it again. The only reason I didn’t is because Lucifer Principle and Global Brain awaited. (But once I 

finished Global Brain I returned to the beginning of Beast again.) 

 

Hanson’s dictums about war and human nature are entirely correct – but they are tragic and cannot win over 

America to defend itself. If we embrace them but dig deeper to their true root then we can unmask the natural forces 

that truly drive us. And in revealing them – and celebrating them -- we can electrify a people to understand 

themselves and their potential for evolution. The path to a greater world lies not in the delusions of “progressive” 

utopianism but in the mandates of messianic capitalism. When a people can understand themselves and their 

civilization as the highest point of evolution then they can be energized to action. 

Picking up Bloom’s map is the first step in that vital project. 

 

 

 

Sudan’s Rosa Parks 

With pants as her weapon, Lubna Hussein has taken a bold stand for gender 

equality in the Muslim world.  

FrontPage Magazine 

Wednesday, August 19, 2009 

http://archive.frontpagemag.com/readArticle.aspx?ARTID=35969 
 

On December 1, 1955, Rosa Parks became the symbol of the civil rights movement when she chose to challenge an 

unjust law in the Jim Crow South by refusing to give up her seat to a white man on a bus in Montgomery, Alabama. 

  

On July 6, 2009, Sudan’s Lubna Hussein also found herself challenging injustice when she and a group of 12 

women were arrested in a restaurant in the capital of Khartoum. Their official crime was a violation of Article 152 

of Sudan’s criminal law: “conduct or clothing in violation of public decency.” But what did they actually do? They 

wore pants in public. The punishment: 40 lashes and a fine. (To see what Hussein will endure if she’s found guilty, 

see this disturbing video of the Taliban flogging a teenage girl in Pakistan.) 

  

Of the 13 women arrested, 10 pleaded guilty, admitted to being “dressed indecently” and accepted a reduced 

punishment of only 10 lashes and a $100 fine. But Hussein and two of the other women remain defiant. They insist 

that they have not violated the Koran, and they are now putting Sudan’s law itself on trial in the name of Sudan’s 

women – and women across the Islamic world. 

  

“I’m ready to be whipped not 40 but 40,000 times,” Hussein said. "Tens of thousands of women and girls have been 

whipped for their clothes these past 20 years. It’s not rare in Sudan. I want these women’s voices to be heard." 

  

Summarizing what she refers to as “my battle,” Hussein says that her “main objective is to get rid of Article 152. 

"This article is against both the Constitution and Sharia,” she said. Hussein doesn’t frame her plight as anti-Islam or 

even anti-Sharia: “If some people refer to the Sharia to justify flagellating women because of what they wear, then 

let them show me which Koranic verses say so. I haven’t found them.” 

  

Commenting on this strategy at JihadWatch, Robert Spencer observed that Hussein faces three daunting challenges 

in her campaign for justice and gender equality: 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0471419192?ie=UTF8&tag=fronmaga-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0471419192
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/sudan/5970210/Sudan-Lubna-Hussein-to-learn-if-she-will-be-flogged-for-wearing-trousers.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/sudan/5970210/Sudan-Lubna-Hussein-to-learn-if-she-will-be-flogged-for-wearing-trousers.html
http://www.economist.com/world/mideast-africa/displaystory.cfm?story_id=14177575
http://iamlubna.com.venus.dnstemplate.com/index.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/video/2009/apr/02/swat-valley-flogging
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/africa/article6737833.ece
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/africa/article6737833.ece
http://www.jihadwatch.org/archives/2009/08/027125print.html
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“Once one is under Sharia law, the only path forward within the system is to argue a ruling somehow 

violates Sharia. Appeals to democracy, egalitarianism, or human decency (as defined by something other 

than Sharia) are outside of the scope of the discussion. Secondly, it is in the spirit of Islamic law -- via 

Qur'an 4:34 -- that disobedient women may be beaten. That is the root of a variety of problems. Thirdly, the 

lack of accountability inherent in a theocracy ensures cases of this level of absurdity will happen again, and 

the victims can only hope to embarrass the government enough in the global media that it relents.” 

  

But Hussein is not only trying to embarrass the Islamist authorities with her rhetoric. She’s also taken decisive 

action. At her first court appearance, she wore the exact same outfit that prompted her arrest and time and again she 

has refused to abandon her case – even when offered a way to escape the 40 lashes that await her – as a matter of 

principle. 

  

For instance, she and her two co-defendants were offered a presidential pardon; they refused it. Also, as a UN 

employee – she works as a press officer for the organization – she was eligible for diplomatic immunity. Yet she 

chose to quit her job. Hussein also put her skills as a journalist to use in her battle, sending out 500 invitations to 

journalists, diplomats, and human rights groups to come attend her trial and flogging to witness the injustice for 

themselves. 

  

Like Parks’s 50 years ago, Hussein’s defiance has inspired other Sudanese women to stand up and fight for their 

rights. At Hussein’s second trial date, 100 men and women came out to show their support. Wearing pants in 

solidarity, they waved banners proclaiming, “No return to the Dark Ages!” (Click here for a video of some of the 

protestors.) Their protest came at a price. According to the Associated Press police beat the peaceful protestors and 

launched tear gas into the crowds. 

  

This conflict over Sharia is not new to Sudan, a country divided on the question of Islamic Law by its religious 

diversity. Since the military coup in 1989 that installed current President Omar al-Bashir, the country has been split 

in half with an Islamist government in the North and Christian authorities in the South. As part of a peace deal 

between these two halves of the country, in 2005 it was decreed that Sharia law would only apply toward Muslims 

in the North. One need not be a legal scholar to see that such an arrangement – laws applying to some but not all – 

would make enforcement and prosecution difficult. Adding to the legal quagmire in Hussein’s case is that the law on 

“indecent” clothes is ill-defined and broad enough to allow for even more selective enforcement by Sudan’s Islamist 

police. 

  

As it stands now, Hussein can only win. Even if she has to take her 40 lashes, her stature as a civil-rights fighter can 

only grow. The only way the Islamist government can even manage a stalemate is to try and let off Hussein on some 

sort of legal technicality, thus allowing them to maintain Article 152. 

  

When Parks died in 2005, fifty years after her act of civil disobedience, she was treated as a national hero, her body 

put on display in the U.S. Capitol Rotunda. She was the first woman and second African-American to receive this 

honor. She died in a country far different than the one into which she was born.  

 

It may be too much to hope for the same progress on women’s equality in Sudan in the next fifty years. But in her 

own way, Lubna Hussein has brought global attention to an issue that has too long plagued the Muslim world. For 

all the intimidation of the Sudanese authorities, she still wears the pants in her country. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lhsNOSwqVU
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/08/04/lubna-hussein-trial-polic_n_250705.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/4838818.stm
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Corporations No, Capitalism Yes  

Douglas Rushkoff transcends the leftist anti-corporate critique -- and provides a 

free market alternative. 

FrontPage Magazine 

Wednesday, July 22, 2009 

http://archive.frontpagemag.com/readArticle.aspx?ARTID=35663 

It’s hard to imagine any conservative ever picking up media theorist Douglas Rushkoff’s newest book. 

They’ll see the title and immediately walk the other way:  Life Inc.: How the World Became a Corporation and How 

to Take It Back. 

And they would not be doing so without due cause. 

Since the formation of the New Left in the ‘60s the attack on the corporation has been a staple of the radical assault 

on freedom. “Muckraking” journalists make their living going after corporate scandals and corporate evils, always 

while demanding one solution: more and more government regulation to come crashing down on these enemies of 

the people, these greedy “fat cat” CEOs. 

We see it most prominently in the films of Michael Moore (catch the new one this fall!) and the books of Naomi 

Klein. In both cases, though, the critique is not truly of the corporation but of capitalism itself. The corporation is 

just the lowest-hanging fruit. It’s far easier to slam the faceless corporate behemoth than the small businessman just 

scraping by to feed his family. 

And so conservatives have been on the defensive, continually having to justify the rights of corporations to engage 

in the free market. The Right does this, though, because it’s ultimately pro-freedom and pro-capitalism, not pro-

corporatism. There could be no greater proof of this than in the Conservative Movement’s harsh response to the 

current culture of government bailouts for corporations. When confronted with the news that the Big Three 

automakers will go under without government assistance, few can respond better than Indiana congressman Mike 

Pence: “Economic freedom means the freedom to succeed and the freedom to fail.”  

Is it possible to critique the idea of the corporation while still advocating capitalism? While rarely happening, yes, in 

fact it is. And Rushkoff shows us how in his fascinating new book. 

Rushkoff’s book is wide-reaching, incorporating economics, history, sociology, cultural analysis, current events and 

even memoir. The book is perhaps at its most touching when Rushkoff argues his central claim: the corporatist 

approach has spread not just outward but inward as well. Rushkoff argues that people behave like corporations, 

acting for the short term, individual profit at the expense of their own long term good for themselves and their 

communities. 

The central example to describe this is personal. Rushkoff describes how he was mugged at gunpoint outside of his 

Brooklyn home. His wallet and cell phone were stolen. Afterwards, concerned for his community’s safety and 

hoping for some expression of sympathy, he posted about what happened on the Park Slope Parents list, which he 

describes as “a rather crunchy Internet community of moms, food co-op members, and other leftie types dedicated to 

the health and well-being of their families and their decidedly progressive, gentrifying neighborhood.” 

The first two responses he got were from people mad at him for disclosing the exact location he was mugged! Didn’t 

he know that the news of a mugging could lower their property values? Rushkoff writes,  

http://www.parcbench.com/?p=419
http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=2131
http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=2131
http://www.humanevents.com/article.php?id=28751
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I was stunned. Had it really come to this? Did people care more about the market value of their 

neighborhood than what was actually taking place within it? Besides, it didn’t even make good 

business sense to bury the issue. In the long run, an open and honest conversation about crime and 

how to prevent it should make the neighborhood safer. Property values would go up in the end, not 

down. So these homeowners were more concerned about the immediate liquidity of their town 

houses than their long- term asset value—not to mention the actual experience of living in them. 

And these were among the wealthiest people in New York, who shouldn’t have to be worrying 

about such things. What had happened to make them behave this way?     

They were behaving like corporations. Their behavior was neither “liberal” nor “conservative.” It was corporatist. 

They were valuing short-term profits over long-term stability and greater profits. 

Rushkoff goes way back to explain the origins of the corporation and how it came to dominate the capitalist system. 

He puts the date of birth of the organism at some point in the late middle ages. It was at that time that European 

monarchs were beginning to lose power. Individual communities of merchants and artisans were growing richer 

because they were actually  creating value. Rushkoff cites this as a time of greater economic prosperity than is often 

depicted. It was an age when communities created so much value that they could afford to invest it in creating things 

like cathedrals. 

The monarchs struck back, though, through the creation of chartered corporations like the Dutch East India 

Company and the Muscovy Company. The purpose of these companies was to have royally-sponsored monoplies 

extract value from wherever they went and bring it back to the monarchs. 

It was in this context that the United States emerged. Unlike the Howard Zinn/Noam Chomsky school of 

understanding the founding, Rushkoff has nothing but praises for the founders. The thirteen colonies’ initial purpose 

was to extract value for the King of England. And the colonists got sick of their value that they worked for being 

taxed from them while they lived without representation. Thus one aspect of the American Idea was a revolt against 

corporatism. (And now isn’t history repeating itself as citizens thunder against their tax dollars going to “bail out” 

failing corporations?) And the founders aren’t the only conservative icons for whom Rushkoff has kind words. 

Adam Smith and Friedrich Hayek are two other thinkers he praises. 

The book is filled with so many examples of the corporatist mindset – some hilarious others depressing – that it’s 

difficult to choose ones to highlight. 

Perhaps the most amusing one is the relationship between General Motors’s lobbying battle against 

environmentalists’ attempt to force a raise in fuel-efficiency standards and its current economic failure. Rushkoff 

reveals that in the fight over fuel standards, Toyota lobbied with GM despite the fact that the regulations wouldn’t 

affect them. They already made cars that far exceeded the proposed standards.  So why lobby against them? 

Rushkoff writes,  

No, Toyota was lobbying to keep U.S. standards much lower than its own – and to keep GM 

uncommitted to competing on that score. While advertising its own commitment to energy 

efficiency, Toyota was actively lobbying to help the rest of the industry maintain worse fuel 

standards.  

In other words Toyota was knowingly sabotaging GM – just helping the corporation tie the noose as it continued to 

commit economic suicide. Toyota knew that GM would just keep making the same old inefficient cars they were 

making until the company went bankrupt. And as today’s headlines reveal, they were right.  

Another entertaining Rushkoff take-down is when he targets the New Age scheme The Secret:             

The Secret is spirituality reconstituted for the “me” generation. As self-contained and utterly 

artificial as Birkdale Village, The Secret masquerades as a time-honored and diverse set of 

insights. And like the faux New Urbanist shopping mall, the underlying purpose of the Secret is to 

http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=939
http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=1232
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make money. Most of the spiritual teachers in The Secret are wealth-seminar leaders who display 

the book’s logo on their ads and websites.   

The critiques conservatives are most likely to appreciate, though, are when Rushkoff demonstrates how the Left has 

become what it claims to be trying to destroy: a corporation. What good does it do to pay corporations tens of 

thousands of dollars to advertise on their TV stations? And what if some leftist group can help unveil enough 

corporate corruption to bring down some “evil” corporation? If the Left somehow helped topple Wal-Mart – dream 

on! – then Target and Meijer would just assume control. Heck, Target might even secretly fund their activism! 

Despite these jabs, Rushkoff still draws on the Left’s critique of the corporation – he cites Klein for example – and 

ends up subverting it. He does not argue that “progressives” should organize to elect politicians that would seek to 

crush or control corporations. Nor does he argue we should disconnect entirely from the existing system. 

He instead holds up the economy of the late Middle Ages as a model to consider for today. Part of the prosperity of 

that period that we see in the beautiful cathedrals they left behind was in the interaction of both local and 

international economies. People literally would have two forms of currency – one for local transactions and another 

for those over long distances. Rushkoff’s critique is not an either/or, zero sum game. It’s not about destroying 

corporations, it’s about achieving balance: we should use the corporate economy for the goods and services that it 

can provide best, and our local economies for everything else.  

There’s nothing leftist about the way people are putting Rushkoff’s ideas into practice. As I put the book down I 

could think of several friends who have never identified as “progressive,” who are pro-capitalism, and yet often try 

to transcend corporations in favor of engaging with the community. 

Josh and Joanna Burress have discovered that often greater value could come from their own communities – and 

backyards -- rather than through corporations. Joanna gave me several examples:  

“Growing my own food, even if it's just some of what we eat, gives me peace of mind, knowing 

that the peas and potatoes in my dinner didn't travel from South America or China to get to me- 

they just came from outside my back door. I appreciate that the national food recalls don't concern 

me- my family is safer…. This may seem just idealistic, but it's selfish, really. A local farmer that 

chooses the lower-profit but more sustainable route of grassfed animals as opposed to a confined-

feeding operation pollutes local neighborhoods and drinking water less, and the meat I get is far 

less prone to bacteria and disease. Again, my family's meal is safer….” 

Food is an obvious example of a product that a community can produce better than a corporation. But Joanna had 

other suggestions for finding value within a community:  

“When we need to buy other things- whether it's a piece of furniture, electronics, or clothes- we 

prefer to buy local. Many times, this means checking whether we can get the item outside of the 

typical retail outlets first- does anyone on Freecycle have one to offer? Is anything posted on 

Craigslist? Do any of the many Goodwills in the area have something that will work? Are our 

friends getting rid of something we need? This approach bypasses corporations altogether, 

connects us more deeply to our community and its resources, and typically gets us a pretty good 

deal on whatever it is we're looking for. If we spend money on the thing we're looking for, it goes 

directly to our neighbors, without any corporation taking a cut.” 

Doesn’t exactly sound like socialism, does it? 

Joanna and others that practice Rushkoff-style progressivism aren’t raging against a machine. Joanna has another 

term: “'Bypass' seems to be the key word- by knowing the local sources, we can bypass corporations in a whole slew 

of industries, giving us other, better options.” 
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One of the great things about the book is it finally provides a great alternative to the Left’s status quo. When my 

“progressive” friends are going on about the evils of corporations now all I have to do is put Rushkoff’s book in 

their hands and say, “You want to fight the corporations? Fine. Just do it this way.” As Rushkoff said to Bobbie 

Johnson of the Guardian:  

"I'm not Naomi Klein," he says with a grin. "Not only am I not capable of spearheading a 

movement, I don't believe in movements. What I'm trying to do is encourage people to take the 

steps they need to take, in their communities and cities and towns."  

In other words, Rushkoff doesn’t believe in the Left. He doesn’t believe in movements to change and remake 

society. Instead he argues for individuals to reconnect with others in their community. He argues for the individual 

to take responsibility for improving his own life and then taking the direct actions to do so. It’s hard to imagine any 

conservative objecting to that sentiment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2009/jun/16/douglas-rushkoff-life-inc
http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2009/jun/16/douglas-rushkoff-life-inc
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2006-2008 

A review of There Will Be Blood published at WTHR.com on February 4, 2008 

A+  

One of my favorite philosophical ideas that has consistently proven itself to be true time and time again is M. Scott 

Peck's concept of the four stages of spiritual growth. 

The first stage is "chaotic/anti-social." People at this level are completely self-involved and unprincipled. They may 

appear very cool, powerful, and strong but deep down they are utterly empty. The answer to every question is 

themselves. 

Stage two is "formal/institutional." Someone enters this level when they find something to provide order to their life, 

whether it be an institution, religion, or ideology. People at this level are very rule-based and dogmatic in the way 

they live their lives. They submit to some system of authority. They have the answers. 

Stage three is "skeptic/individual." One moves into this stage after rebelling against the simplistic, black and white 

rules of stage two. The person here begins to study and assemble their own way of living and thinking. They start 

looking for the answers elsewhere. 

Stage four is "mystic/communal" and few people reach it. It's in this stage that the individual really starts to 

transcend themselves and their world. After rebelling against the systems of authority they may begin to see the 

value in things like religion and develop a different understanding of it than those in stage two. They continue to 

seek "the answers" but realize that the real answers are seeped in mystery. 

I bring this up because I have never seen a more exact, spot-on study of a stage one personality than that of Daniel 

Plainview (Daniel Day-Lewis) in P.T. Anderson's new masterpiece "There Will Be Blood." Throughout the film's 

completely engrossing 158 minutes we're just plunged deeper and deeper into the black heart of one of recent 

cinema's greatest monsters. 

Taking Upton Sinclair's 1927 novel Oil! as a start, Anderson fashions a story set in the California of the early 

twentieth century. We meet Plainview as he works in solitude, pounding the earth inside his silver claim. He soon 

discovers accidentally what will be the driving pursuit of his life: oil. Within a decade he's one of the most 

successful "oilmen" working in the region, traveling from town to town with his adopted son H.W., talking to 

different communities, trying to get them to turn over oil operations to him. One night he's visited by one Paul 

Sunday (Paul Dano of "Little Miss Sunshine") who offers to sell him an oil lead for $500. Paul tips Plainview off to 

the ranch of his family, a barren, rocky land where nothing grows. 

Plainview and H.W. venture out to the Sunday ranch under the pretensions of a family camping trip. When he offers 

to purchase the land from family patriarch Abel (David Willis) without mentioning the property's oil prospects he 

encounters the force that will be a thorn in his side for the remainder of the film, Paul's identical twin brother Eli, a 

faith-healing, evangelical preacher who wants money to build his church. 

The conflict between Eli Sunday and Daniel Plainview dominates the film. It can be read in many ways, as a clash 

between the stage one and stage two personalities or even as symbolic of the interactions of the worst of capitalism 

and religion. 

Further complications arise in Plainview's pursuit of power and profit that reveal the true darkness of his soul. An 

accident at the new oil well involving his son is profoundly disturbing - the first major revelation of the monster 

we're beginning to understand. Later a man named Henry Plainview arrives, claiming to be Daniel's half-brother. 
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This lone family member will actually spur Daniel to open up for seemingly the first time, revealing the dark drives 

that push him. 

It's some kind of strange coincidence that "There Will Be Blood" arrives in the same year as the Coen brothers' "No 

Country for Old Men." The two films, while profoundly different have many strange similarities. What needs to be 

said and celebrated first and foremost is that for both Anderson and the Coen brothers they represent new career 

highs. I could have never dreamed that Anderson would top "Boogie Nights" or "Magnolia" and that the Coens 

would best "Fargo" and "The Big Lebowski." But both did in the same year. 

The important similarities, though, come in the films' themes. Both are explorations of two very different, deeply 

evil, greedy, selfish, stage one personalities that are driven toward a single goal in the wastelands of the American 

West. Both Javier Bardem's Anton Chigurh and Day-Lewis's Daniel Plainview are the most compelling mysteries of 

the year, and both will win Oscars (for best supporting actor and best actor, respectively.) They play men on 

missions that we really do not understand. Why does Chigurh kill everyone in his path, sparing only one person by 

the random chance of a coin flip? Why does Plainview work relentlessly, continuing to pursue more and more 

money even when Standard Oil offers to make him a millionaire - practically the equivalent of a billionaire in 1910 

terms? Why are they so consumed by themselves and their singular pursuits? 

There are many different answers to these questions, and to the grand question they ultimately represent, one of 

those age old, never-ending, philosophical puzzles: the question of human evil. How one answers these questions 

will likely depend upon which stage of spiritual growth one finds oneself. 

 

An article: “Top Ten Films of 2007 and More” published at WTHR.com on 

December 31, 2007 

12/31/07 

One can always complain about the quality of a film year or make generalizations about whether a year was good or 

bad. As I scanned through the list of films released this year the sheer amount of mediocrity was horrifying. Was the 

year really that bad? 

No, it wasn't. It was pretty much like every other year. When it comes down to it, most years are pretty much the 

same as far as general quality goes. And no matter what year it is, when it all comes down to it, there are a handful 

that are just wonderful films that I know I'll cherish forever, watching over and over. And 2007 had those films for 

me. I hope by highlighting these gems you'll give them a chance if you haven't already and see if they can be 

something special to you too. 

1."No Country for Old Men" 

The perfect film of the year. The Coen brothers' faithful adaptation of Cormac McCarthy's minimalist novel is a 

flawless execution in every aspect. A simple plot of a man with a satchel of money and the murderer stalking him - 

what could have been a generic thriller in less masterful hands - is sublime, exciting, exhilarating, horrifying, 

mysterious, even beautiful. It also has the year's greatest character and greatest performance. Javier Bardem as 

Anton Chigurh, the unstoppable enigma that destroys everything in its path, is one of the great characters of cinema. 

He joins Marge Gunderson and the Dude and Walter, other iconic creations of the Coens. I will be absolutely furious 

if he does not win his Academy Award.       

2."300" 

"300" is at an advantage to some of the other films on the list by coming out sooner in the year. Having been out on 

DVD for some time already I've had more time to explore it, watching it multiple times. It was obvious upon its first 

viewing that it was one of the great action movies of all time. Zack Snyder's hyper-stylized, ultra-violent, retelling of 

the battle of Thermopylae is a continual delight, never ceasing to thrill and exhilarate. No other film has ever 
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plunged the viewer so deep into our most animal instincts of killing, violence, and survival. It's an odd coincidence 

that the two top films of the year both explore - in very different ways with different thematic implications - the urge 

to kill so brutally and indiscriminately.  

3."Eastern Promises" 

4."Michael Clayton" 

These two films stand as the two essential dramas of the year. While dissimilar in many regards, they're both about 

very different kinds of organized crime. "Eastern Promises" is an enveloping peek into the Russian mafia in London. 

If Bardem is to get the best supporting actor statue then Viggo Mortensen is due the best actor for his turn as another 

mysterious man trapped in the criminal underworld. "Michael Clayton" looks at a man having to clean up quite a 

mess. The mastermind behind the legal defense in a $3 billion corporate lawsuit has gone off his meds and gone mad 

in more ways than one. It's up to George Clooney to get him back on track. The film is distinct as having not one but 

three career-peak performances from Clooney, Tom Wilkinson, and Tilda Swinton. Both pictures hold the 

distinction of being the two films of this year I am most dying to watch again.  

5."Superbad" 

6."Juno" 

If the first four films on the list are all wrapped up in death then the fifth and sixth are where life emerges, both 

joyous bursts of youth. "Superbad," a comedy about two teens' wild, adventurous night in pursuit of sex and booze, 

is the funniest film of the year. It also features the year's second best character, film's coolest geek, McLovin.  

 

If "Superbad" exemplifies the male comedy and the male teenage experience, then "Juno" is the other half of the 

story, the perfect female counterpart. Ellen Page as the pregnant, mini teen goddess of quick wit fulfills the potential 

she showed in 2005's must-see "Hard Candy." It's the best female performance of the year and she's looking like she 

could be the next Jodie Foster.     

7."I Am Legend" 

Mainstream blockbusters did no better this year than "I Am Legend." It's basically the only one left alive. Shrek, 

Spider-Man, the pirates, and the transformers may have made a bunch of money and been modestly entertaining but 

"I Am Legend" is the only one of them immune to the usual ailments of the big budget, event picture.   

8."Shoot ‘Em Up" 

9."Sunshine" 

10."Stardust" 

These three "S" movies were the year's peaks in their genres - hardcore action, science fiction, and fantasy 

respectively. "Shoot 'Em Up" is the gun battle action movie that's been dying to be made since John Woo invented 

the genre 20 years ago. "Sunshine" is an exciting, devastating film about a team on a mission to save humanity by 

reigniting a sun dying. With shades of "2001: A Space Odyssey" it truly cements "Trainspotting" and "28 Days 

Later" director Danny Boyle as one of the best filmmakers working today. "Stardust" is the first of what will 

hopefully be many adaptations of the works of writer Neil Gaiman. It's a wonderful fantasy, twisting and tweaking 

many elements of classic fairy tale. While I have tremendous affection for these three films and recommend them 

wholeheartedly, once I see some of the other highly-acclaimed films still awaiting release (I'm thinking "There Will 

Be Blood," "Persepolis," "The Diving Bell and the Butterfly," among others) it's likely the S's will fall from the list. 

Being the big fan I am of DVDs I couldn't help but offer a few nuggets of bonus features - just a few extra thoughts 

on this year's films. 

The Three Worst films of the year  

I've never been one for "worst of the year" lists for many reasons. First, I tend to do a good job avoiding the bad 

movies. If I had to see everything that came out like a full-time critic then things might be different. Also my general 

philosophy with bad movies is that they should either be forgotten, or, in special, rare cases with films like 

"Caligula," celebrated. (The so-bad-they're-good films are rare and I do not understand those nutjobs who make a 

point of watching bad movies to laugh at them or "enjoy how bad they are.") Bad movies tend to inspire mild 

annoyance if anything. Every now and then, though, it's a different emotion: rage.  
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"Mr. Woodcock" 

"The Heartbreak Kid" 

The less time spent reminiscing about these two profound comedic failures the better. So I'll be brief. "Mr. 

Woodcock" makes the list for doing one of the cruelest things I've ever seen a film do. We go into the movie 

expecting for the nice guy to get revenge on the colossal jerk. That doesn't happen. (I'm giving away the ending 

because you're not supposed to go see this piece of crap.) Instead, he ends up complimenting the jerk and all but 

kissing his feet. It's an evil, evil film. I can't spoil the ending of "The Heartbreak Kid" because I didn't see it. I ended 

up walking out on it. "The Heartbreak Kid" was a tragedy not just because it sucked profoundly and was a horrible 

movie but because it came from the former kings of its genre. The Farrelly brothers used to be on top of the raunchy, 

gross-out comedy world. "There's Something About Mary" was one of the greatest films of the '90s and possibly the 

decade's signature comedy. And now the brothers have a movie where joke after joke fails one after the other and 

Carlos Mencia co-stars. At least we've got Judd Apatow now who's usurped their throne. 

"The Condemned" 

I knew this movie was going to suck but I let my roommate rent it for us anyway for one reason: Vinnie Jones was 

in it. Most people probably would recognize Jones from "X-Men 3" in which he played the Juggernaut. He was good 

in that role but he made his name playing super-cool tough guys in Guy Ritchie's "Lock, Stock, and Two Smoking 

Barrels" and "Snatch." The man is really cool. Love him to death. If he's in it, even if it's going to suck, I'll see it. 

The premise of "The Condemned" is a rip-off of many much better movies. Basically a bunch of convicts are thrown 

onto an island and they have to fight it out until only one survives. (Like this premise? Seek out the cult classic 

Japanese action film “Battle Royale.”) The hero is played by "Stone Cold" Steve Austin. Like I said, I knew it was 

going to suck and I was OK with that. But they did something absolutely unforgivable. If I ever met the director on 

the street I'd punch him in the face. They made Vinnie Jones a rapist. A rapist! Fine, I'll accept it, I'll just deal with it 

and watch the movie. And what do they have him do? They have Vinnie Jones - badass, ultra-cool Vinnie Jones - 

RAPE A WOMAN. It's in the movie! YOU DO NOT DO THAT! First of all, you do not have rape in a disposable, 

escapist action movie like this one! It doesn't belong here. It belongs in movies like "Boys Don't Cry" where it can 

actually mean something and be the horrible act that it is. But you do not have Vinnie Jones rape a woman, sorry, it 

just cannot be done and I will not tolerate it. My apologies for the rant. 

Biggest disappointments of the year 

"Beowulf" 

"Saw IV" 

"Grindhouse" 

"Beowulf" looked like it was going to be really cool but was lacking such necessary components as compelling 

characters and a plot you could care about. All flash, no substance. "Saw IV" really proved that the series is dead. 

After the third one things were looking pretty bad but it was still salvageable. If "Saw V" is going to recapture the 

fun of the first two then they really need to just lower the complexity a bit and get back to basics. Three and four 

were just messes. "Grindhouse" was sad because it gave the world the first bad Quentin Tarantino movie. Robert 

Rodriguez's half, "Planet Terror," was decent, the fake trailers were fun, and the concept was a good idea, but 

"Death Proof" was just a disaster. 

The Greatest Performances of the year (in order) most of which I've already mentioned: 

Javier Bardem as Anton Chigurh in "No Country for Old Men" 

Viggo Mortensen as Nikolai in "Eastern Promises" 

Ellen Page as Juno MacGuff in "Juno" 

Will Smith as Robert Neville in "I Am Legend" 

Tom Wilkinson as Arthur Edens in "Michael Clayton" 

Jonah Hill as Seth in "Superbad" 

Gerard Butler as Leonidas in "300" 

George Clooney as Michael Clayton in "Michael Clayton" 

Tommy Lee Jones as Sheriff Ed Tom Bell in "No Country for Old Men" 

Tilda Swinton as Karen Crowder in "Michael Clayton" 

Don't have enough movies on your list to see? Here are the ones from this year that either slipped through my 

fingers or haven't gotten here yet. These are the ones that have the potential to make the list: 
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Ones I either missed or have not arrived in Indiana yet that might make the list: 

"Talk To Me" 

"The Simpsons Movie" 

"Into the Wild" 

"Lust, Caution" 

"The Darjeeling Limited" 

"American Gangster 

"I'm Not There" 

"Walk Hard: The Dewey Cox Story" 

"Margot at the Wedding" 

"Control" 

"Before the Devil Knows You're Dead" 

"Atonement" 

"The Great Debaters" 

"Lars and the Real Girl" 

"Zodiac" 

Films I am eagerly awaiting to see which I highly expect could make the list: 

"The Bourne Ultimatum" 

"Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street" 

"There Will Be Blood" 

"The Diving Bell and the Butterfly" 

"Persepolis" 

"Lake of Fire" 

That's it for this year. In the next few weeks you can look forward to reviews of (I hope) "There Will Be Blood," 

"Persepolis," "Walk Hard," and "Sweeney Todd." 

Thought from July 2008: 

I now present my revised best of 2007 list: 

1. “There Will Be Blood” 

2. “No Country For Old Men” 

3. “300” 

4. “Michael Clayton” 

5. “Eastern Promises” 

6. “Superbad” 

7. “Lake of Fire” 

8. “Juno” 

9. “I Am Legend” 

10. “Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street” 

 

“There Will Be Blood” is better than “No Country for Old Men.” It’s a tough decision but it’s the one I arrive at. It’s 

just deeper. I have greater affection now for “Michael Clayton” than “Eastern Promises.” “Lake of Fire” proved to 

be exactly what it appeared: the final, definitive cinematic exploration of the issue of abortion. 
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A review of Knocked Up published at WTHR.com on June 4, 2007 

A- 

I sincerely hope that this is the beginning of a trend, that "Knocked Up" writer/director Judd Apatow and his crew 

have some tangible effect on the comedies Hollywood releases. 

Apatow and his group of actors first made their mark on the small screen with the cult TV shows "Freaks and 

Geeks" and "Undeclared." Both series were well-regarded and highly praised but suffered premature cancellations. 

It wasn't until Summer 2005 when Apatow broke through to mainstream success, critical acclaim, and box office 

gold with "The 40-Year-Old Virgin." (It made $177 million worldwide.) It was hands-down the best comedy of the 

year, easily smashing that other popular R-rated comedy, the overrated "Wedding Crashers." 

"Knocked Up" could be considered a thematic sequel to "Virgin." Both explore sex, its consequences, the trickiness 

of romantic relationships, and male friendship. "Knocked Up" goes further than "Virgin," though, offering much 

richer layers of meaning along with its humor. 

Ben Stone (Seth Rogen) is living the good life. He's 23 years old without a single care or responsibility in the world. 

He lives in a house with four of his friends. Their activities alternate between smoking vast quantities of weed and 

working on their website, a page that lists the exact moments in each film in which a desirable actress appears 

topless or completely naked. Yes, the good life. 

Alison Scott (Katherine Heigel) is on a different path. She is a producer for the E! Television Network and has just 

been promoted from behind-the-scenes work to actually appearing on camera. Alison lives with her older sister 

Debbie (Leslie Mann,) Debbie's husband Pete (Paul Rudd,) and their two young children. 

Ben and Alison's lives collide when they meet up at a club. Far too many drinks later and they're back at Alison's 

house, under the sheets, with Ben fumbling with a condom. The next morning Alison is mildly shocked when she 

discovers the schlubby slacker she slept with the previous night. After breakfast she leaves him, planning never to 

call him again. Jump to eight weeks later and Alison's interview with actor James Franco is interrupted by her 

running off set to vomit. 

Many, many pregnancy tests later she's forced to contact Ben. The first reaction is tension, anger and argument. 

Gradually they come to accept their situation and Alison comes to see Ben as more than just an irresponsible stoner. 

Ben is accepted by Alison's family and gets along especially well with Pete. 

The film is still filled with more tensions and troubles. The young couple is also confronted by What Could Be as 

they see the tensions in Debbie and Pete's marriage. 

There are several noteworthy aspects of "Knocked Up" that need to be commended. 

The first is a feature found in almost all great entertainments, whether they be film, television, or literature: the 

ability to both appeal to the most and least sophisticated person in the audience, or, to put it a bit more snobbishly, 

the smartest and the dumbest. The classic example of this is "The Simpsons." "Knocked Up" works on many levels, 

able to connect with the expected 17-25 target audience but also older and more mature filmgoers. Apatow is similar 

in this respect to celebrated cult filmmaker Kevin Smith, the director behind such hits as "Clerks," "Chasing Amy," 

and "Dogma." Both directors work on brows both high and low, providing fart jokes and stoner humor alongside 

insightful commentary on life and relationships. 

By my count the film has four distinct points of entry, or positions by which one can enter and appreciate the film. 

They're basically the incarnations of several characters. The film is such that it'll be a very different experience 

depending on who's watching it. As I sat in the dark with My Beloved I knew that she was probably experiencing it 
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from the Alison point of view. I was more sympathetic to Ben. When my parents watch the film they'll probably 

most relate to Debbie and Pete. Within each of these characters very real, true-to-life issues and experiences are 

explored. Apatow isn't just throwing stuff in there to fill some little, meaningless plot that he can use to hang jokes 

and humorous set pieces. There's actual substance. 

Don't get too worried, though, Apatow still delivers for the audience one would anticipate. When my soon-to-be-17-

year-old younger brother views the film he'll probably most appreciate the cadre of Ben's goofball friends. 

Surprisingly, the film's primary weakness (its possession of an A- instead of an A) is actually in this category - the 

gross out humor department. While the film was genuinely funny I was truly expecting more. That's where the 

inevitable unrated DVD comes in though. I'd bet that a lot of their scenes ended on the cutting room floor. So fear 

not. 

With as successful as "Knocked Up" will undoubtedly be (it's already made $30 million in its first weekend) one can 

hope that the powers that be will recognize that an R-rated gross-out, sex comedy can still have a brain and a heart. 

 

A review of District B13 published at WTHR.com on June 22, 2006 

A+ 

Especially since the beginning of the Iraq war, the United States has not been well known for positive sentiment of 

the French. Freedom fries? Freedom Toast? Jokes and stereotypes abound about baret-wearing, limp-wristed 

Frenchmen and a culture that won't fight back. How about "cheese-eating surrender monkeys"? That's a good one, 

isn't it? Real funny stuff. It was a line on a 1995 episode of "The Simpsons" that was popularized by right-wing 

pundits.  

Yeah, question: if the French are such wimps then how come their action movies are 100 times better than ours? 

 

Just watch "District B13," an action movie so intense, exhilarating, and wildly entertaining that the only ones 

surrendering will be the audience. 

 

It's one of those too-soon dystopian futures - 2010 - and some Paris neighborhoods have grown so wild and crime-

ridden that the city encircled them with a wall and has all but abandoned them. The ghetto is B13. Officials are 

frustrated, wishing they could just wipe the uncontrollable, expensive problem right off the map. 

 

Inside, ganglord Taha (Larbi Naceri) snorts mountains of cocaine off of his desk a la "Scarface" and commands an 

army of well-armed thugs. But Leito (David Belle) will not tolerate his home flooded with heroin. The film begins 

with him destroying a million euros worth of stolen smack. Taha's chief lieutenant, K2 (Tony D'Amario, easy to 

remember because his name is cut into his hair on the back of his head,) leads a dozen armed punks after him. 

 

Leito's exhilarating escape through the apartment and rooftops is the first indicator that with "B13" you're in for 

something else. Belle is the founder of the sport/art of parkour where individuals try to move through urban 

obstacles as quickly as possible - climbing, jumping, and performing various moves. The film's parkour-inspired 

sequences are required viewing. 

 

The parkour is an apt physical metaphor for the character of Leito - confident, aggressive and spontaneous, a rogue 

of the streets improvising his way through a brutal world for which he refuses to submit. 

 

The film will team him up with Damien (Cyril Raffaelli,) a brilliant cop, perfectly trained and dedicated to order. 

He's an elite officer who works with careful planning and preparation, disappearing into long-term undercover roles. 

His professional fighting style makes a clear distinction from the learned-on-the-streets urban approach of Leito. 

 

The two will be brought together to secure a major weapon of mass destruction gone missing - a prototype nuke 
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dubbed a "clean bomb" capable of a precise explosion that leaves no radioactive contamination. Taha acquired it and 

unintentionally activated its 24-hour timer. 

 

Damien can deactivate it, but he'll need Leito - who knows the jungle maze of B13 all too well - to get to it. And 

Leito is extra-motivated to help out: Taha has kidnapped his sister Lola (Dany Verissimo,) a girl just as aggressive 

as her brother whom Taha keeps on a leash incapacitated, pumped full of smack. The name 'Lola' is a nice nod to 

that other great subtitled action film with Europeans running around to a techno beat, Tom Tykwer's "Run Lola 

Run." (And the Lola in "B13" is just as hot as Franka Potente.) 

 

But you know what? All that? The plot? Doesn't matter. Don't get me wrong, it's wonderful and its characters are as 

cool as is cinematically possible. This is a film that can work on its action alone. Now that's pure blasphemy in my 

particular sect of the religion of film. I've always said that an action film lives or dies based on whether or not the 

director can create characters and a plot that can make the action actually matter. With "District B13" my dogma is 

debunked, the action matters simply because it's so white-hot super-cool. How that particular paradox functions I'm 

not quite sure but it seems to describe the film rather accurately. 

 

This is a subtitled film. But if it were not - not if it were dubbed but if it simply had nothing but the French dialogue 

- it would not matter much. And part of that is that one could probably follow it fine without understanding what the 

characters were actually saying. It's visual storytelling. 

 

It might interest some to know that "District B13" is in some ways pretty characteristic of many French films 

released in the past decade or so that do not quite jibe with those French jokes that seem to amuse so many. 

Experienced cinematographer-turned first-time director Pierre Morrel joins a rich contemporary French tradition of 

films without mercy.  

For over 30 years now French auteur Catherine Breillat has been making some of the boldest, most intelligent films 

about sex, each one pushing the envelope further. With "Romance," "Fat Girl," and "Anatomy of Hell," Breillat 

assaulted the screen with radical, thought-provoking explorations. Gaspar Noe has been even more brutal. His "I 

Stand Alone" and "Irreversible" are some of the most shocking, controversial films of the past five years. Newsweek 

dubbed "Irreversible" the "most walked-out-of" movie of 2002 for its unrelenting violence. And then there's "Baise-

Moi," a super-violent female revenge flick that Rolling Stone's Peter Travers summed up perfectly as "Thelma and 

Louise with actual penetration!" All six films - which would have received NC-17s - were released unrated. 

 

"Cheese-eating surrender monkeys" indeed. If they're the weaker society then how come our cinema is castrated in 

comparison? 

 

It's not clear how many good Americans are still loyally sticking to that devastating boycott of all things French that 

Fox News' Bill O'Reilly so patriotically spearheaded, but this particular import is something for which one should 

make an exception. 
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